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Stock prices continue to soar;
trading also keeps fierce pace
By The Associated Press
Gold prices also ralbed, sine,
Stock and bond prices continued lower interest rates make it less
to soar and the Dow Jones in- expensive to buy gold on credit
dustrial average burst through the Bullion closed at Ma an 041111Ct on
1,000 mark as the belief grew the Commodity Exchange in New
among investors that falling in- York, up $30.50 from Friday's
terest rates will help spur the close.
economy to recovery.
The new optimism about inIn near-record trading Monday terest rates reflects a growing
on the New York Stock Exchange, conviction that the Federal
prices soared for the fourth Reserve, concerned about the
straight session and the Dow recession and weak state of many
Jones average of 30 industrial Industries, is temporarily adopstocks — already up 79 points last ting a more accomodating
week — surged another 15.94 monetary stance to let interest
points to 1,012.79.
rates to keep falling.
That was its highest level since
About 13 percent of the nation's
it finished at 1,016.93 on April 26, savings and loan associations -1961. The last time the closely wat- which found themselves pinched
ched measure closed above 1,000 between the low interest
was on June 23, 1961, when it stood payments of their old mortgage
at 1,006.06. The average has risen loans and the high cost of new
about 236 points in two months.
money — lost a combined record
Trading volume also kept up its 83.3 billion in the first half of 1962,
fierce pace with 138.53 million
shares changed hands on the
MEMORY LANE — Marge Thomas Shown, music teacher at SouthwestElements',Mal,MOW.Roger
NYSE, the second-highest total
Reichmulh, chairman of the Department of Music at Murray State Universliy, look at an old photograph of
behind the 147.07 million shares
the campus band as they disctiss rehearsal plans for the "Golden Memories" Homecoming dance to begin at9
traded Thursday. It was the third
p.m. Friday in the Carr Health Bldg! Mrs. Shown, a music graduate of the 1950 class, will be a fastared
WASHINGTON (API straight session in which volume
vocalist with the Alumni All-Star Band,one of three bands to play at the dance celebrating the 50th SomeoemDemocratic leaders, furious over
surpassed 100 million shares and
ing. Other Murray area members of the Alumni All-Star Band are Chuck Simons, percussion; Elmo Reed,
President Fteagan's plans for•nathe 10th time since Aug. 18, which
guitar; Gerald Welker and Reichmuth, saxophones; Don Story, clarinet and saxophone; and Bob Scribner,
tionally broadcast speech on the
was the first day volume ever extrumpet. Reservations for the dance may be made at the Department of Music office on the campus no later
economy leas than three weeks
ceeded 100 million shares.
than Wednesday.
before Election Day, are urging
The 1,000 level of the Dow is conthe major television networks to
sidered important for its
boycott the address.
psychological effect on investors,
The Democrats, in a wire to the
although it has a history of falterthree commercial television neting after hitting the 1,000 mark.
works, said a live broadcast of the
Aboard Air Force One,as Presipresident's speech — scheduled
dent Reagan flew from California
for Wednesday evening 16:30 p.m.
to Dallas for a campaign apCDT) — would "create an unfair
By HERBERT SPARROW
assistance specialist in the
Board. This was the intention of pearance Monday, deputy White advantage for the Republican
the General Assembly to balance, House proms secretary Larry
Associated Preis Writer
Human Resources Cabinet - were
Party that you cannot possibly
SpSW
-4401//fitilfgrnimis
r
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The elected by state merit system' Arr-patOrftlialble
redress by providing lime for a
state attorpey general's office employees last month to four-year
governor or administration by his believe" that the sasswist's rally
Democratic nmponse."
said today state employee terms on the Personnel Board.
nomination of the other five "expresses a lOsolgange conReagan, meanwhile, reiterated
fidence" in the economy.
members of the state Personnel
members.
"Merely being from a parsomewhat tongue-in-cheek MonBoard do not havg to automatical- ticular cabinet or department
''So, for the newly elected board
day night that the speech will not
ly step down when the board hears should not, per se, constitute a
members to step down every time
be partisan.
appeals involving employees from conflict," Glazer told Arthur Hat- one of the cases involves
Returning to Washington from a
the cabinets where they work.
terick, Jr., the executive director Transportation or Human
campaign appearance in Texas,
However, Assistant Attorney and secretary of the Personnel Resources Cabinet parties would
the president was asked by
General Martin Glazer said the Board, who requested the ad- thwart the very intention of
reporters aboard Air Force One
board members should not hear
creating the new positions on the
visory opinion.
whether he would continue his
cases when they have a personal
Personnel Board," Glazer said.
"Obviously, by the manner in
sharp criticism of House Speaker
He said that if they were reemployment relationship with the
which the General Assembly
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass.,
Roy T. Jackson, 26, 295
parties involved or if they have
authorized election of such new quired to step aside in such cases,
when he delivers the address.
testified in a particular case.
board members, they could the other five board members Elmwood Court, and a 16-year-old
He responded with a grin sayGlazer said such situations
necessarily come from such en- would to required to step aside juvenile, both of Padueah, were
ing, "No, the broadcast will be
would have to be determined on a
tities of state government," because the governor appointed arrested Monday afternoon
non-partisan." He also said he will
following a robbery at Cook's "talk about economics."
case-by-case basis.
them.
Glazer said.
But to apply a blanket ban on
"Such a requirement would Jewelry in the Central Shopping
"The General Assembly put
However, the president's prothe board members would defeat them in such positions in order to completely nullify the operation of Center.
mises were not good enough for
According to a spokesman for
the purpose of a 1982 law putting
give merit system employees a the Personnel Board," Glazer
Democratic National Chairman
the Murray Police Department, at Charles T. Manatt, Rep. Tony
state employee representatives on
voice and vote on the Personnel said.
approximately 3:15 p.m., the two Coelho, D-Callf., chairman of the
the board,Glazer said.
black males entered the store as
The two board members —
House campaign committee, and
customers.
They left the establishRobert A. Walsburger, an assisment and the juvenile returned to
tant state highway engineer in the
the jewerly store, asked to see a
Transportation Cabinet and
ring and fled the store with the
James I. Terry, a citizens'
ring on his finger.
The two were spotted leaving
GRAND JUNCTION, Colo. on Colorado's Western Slope of the the scene by employees of the
An open forum to discuss issues
business and,an individual near- involved in the November election
(AP) — County officials ordered Rocky Mountains. The seals on
by. A description of the vehicle
storekeepers here to remove li- the bottles had been broken and
for Murray City School Board will
was obtained and local authorities
lismelly
yellow,
contained
a
quid
eye
care
products
from
they
be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in
Tonight cloudy and cool with
issued an "All Points Bulletin" for
shelves after two drops from a quid.
the auditorium of Murray Middle
rain continuing. Lows around
the two.
Visine A.C. bottle containing
School.
50. Light northeast winds.
"Somebody obviously tampered
The spokesman noted that the
burned
a
man's
hydrochloric
acid
On Tuesday, Nov. 2, the
Wecinesilay a 30 percent chance
with it," said Dr. Barry Rumack, car was stopped on Highway 121
eyes and sent him reeling to the director of the Rocky Mountain
registered voters of Murray will
of rain. Highs in the low 60s.
North near Mayfield by the
floor in pain.
select three of the four candidates
Light variable winds.
Poison Control Center in Denver. Mayfield Police Department and
hit
with
a
"It
was
like
getting
Thursday through Saturday:
"What we don't know is whether it the Graves County Sheriff's to positions on the board. They are
hot poker, I hollered pretty loud," was done in the store, the distribuWilliam C. Adams, Jr., Donald E.
Fair with moderating
Department.
Larry Martin Tingley, a pa- tion chain or exactly where."
said
Henry and Thomas Rushing, all
temperatures. Highs Thursday
The ring, valued at $1,475, was Incumbents,and Doris Cella.
tient being treated for depression
in the 808 and Friday and Saturcautioned consumers recovered from the mouth of the
Riunack
Administration
the
Veterans
at
Each candidate will be allowed
day in the upper 60s to mid 70s.
Hospital, after using the eye drops nationwide to make sure eye pro- juvenile.
five minutes for an opening stateLows in the 40s to low 50s each
The two are currently being
duct seals are unbroken and to
Monday.
ment, in an order to be determind
day.
After Tingley was injured, check for a pale yellow color and a lodged in the Calloway County jail
by draw, with three minutes for
police found a second acid-laced sharp smell indicating acid con- with no bond set at this time.'They
rebuttal. Questions from the floor
bottle of Visine A.C. at a store in tamination. Uncontaminated have been charged with theft by
will follow.
unlawful taking over $100.
Grand Junction, the biggest city Visine is clear and odorless.
The moderator will be Dr. VerOne Section —14 Pages
non Gantt, chairman of DepartBuilding Page
ment of Speech and Theater at
12, 13
Classifieds
Murray State University. Ques12
Comics
tions also may be submitted to
12
Crosswords
Gantt prior to the forum.
12
Dear Abby
"We expect a lively and spirited
nominaand
system
in
which
each
candidate
is
applications
Board of Regents Vice Chair- for both
9
Dr. Lamb
discussion," said a spokesman for
tions was pushed back one month assigned a number. This ensures
man Bill Morgan, Benton, said
Garrott's-Galley
3
Sunday that the first meeting of to Nov. 1 at the regents' Sept. V confidentiality, he said, and also the Robertson Center Parent9
Horoscope
provides an efficient way to Teacher Organization, the group
Murray State University's com- Lake Barkley meeting.
4,5
Murray Today
sponsoring the event.
Frymire had been designated evaluate candidates objectively.
bined
regents-faculty
presidential
14
Obituaries
"We think all those who attend
chief
the
be
board
to
the
earlier
by
search team went "extremely
The vice chairman pointed out
3
Perspective
will learn a great deal about the
spokesman on the search, but that the input from the three faculwell."
10,11
Sports
several attempts to contact him ty chosen by the Faculty Senate to choices facing us in the election
At the start of the 10 a.m. Saturover the weekend about the participate in the process was and also have a chance to let the
MISS
day meeting in Wells Hall, the
candidates know, in a direct way,
meeting were unsuccessful. valuable. The faculty members —
YOUR PAPER!
board went into closed session to
our concerns, as parents, with the
However, as vice chairman, Howard Giles, Melvin Henley and
begin officially the screening of
educational
system In Murray,"
Subscribers who have not
some
Morgan consented to answer
Hughie Lawson — had "already
300 persons who have applied or
received their home-delivered
general questions about the six- done their homework," in review- the PTO spokesman added.
been nominated for the universiThe League of Women Voters
copy of The Norm ledger & Thews
hour session.
ing applications, Morgan said,
ty's top administrative post.
by 5.30 p m Monday-Friday or
He said Saturday's procedure and "had evidently spent a lot of has assisted with planning for the
forum. A league spokesman
by 3 30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
was "just in the preliminary pro- hdlirs" preparing for the meeting.
Prior to the executive session,
stressed the importance of the
has
one
that
no
added
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
Frymire,
and
Richard
cess,"
Chairman
school board election and the efMorgan said the next meeting of
p.m. and 6 p.n., hies* Hire* Fribeen eliminated from consideraMadisonville, said there were 187
day, or 3:30 p.m. sell 4 p.n. Saksnominations and 103 applications
tion thus far. Morgan said the the search committee has been set fect it will have on all citizens of
Murray.
search committee utilizes a tentatively for Nov.6.
days.
to consider thus far. The deadline

more than double the lams in the
same period last year, the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board said Monday
In other economic news
General Motors Corp 's
Fisher Body Division is study ing
whether to close three plants al a
southwest Detroit complex in a
move that could affect MI
workers and another 300 oe indefinite layoff, said GM
spokesman Fred Craig
- J I Case Co said it is extending a shutdown of seven of its
plants in Racine and Wausau.
Wis.: Bettendorf and Burlington,
Iowa: Rock Island, IU
Terre
Haute, Ind . and Wichita, Kan
The tractor manufacturer said the
shutdown will run from Dec 10 to
Feb 13. five weeks longer than
originally anticipated About 5.300
employees will be affected

Speech upsets Democrats

Personnel board members'status
unaffected during employee appeals

Paducahans
arrested
for robbery

Storekeepers to remove
liquid eye care products

Sen. Wendell Ford. D-Ky . the
Senate campaign chairman
''We urge you in the interest of
fairness and of avoiding a precedent of network complkity in the
Last-minute partisan campaign by
the president not to carry the
president's speech on Wednesday
night," the Democrats told the
television networks

County clerk's
office to
move Thursday
The office of Calloway Comity
Clerk Marvin Harris will be closed
all day Thursday, Oct 14, for the
moving of the computers from the
present office to the newly
renovated offices on the second
floor of the court home.
Harris said a representative
from the state office will be present and the new computers will
officially hooked up to the state
network at 11 am.Thursday.
The clerk said the basement office for recording of documents
also will be closed.

Candidates
to speak tonight

cloudy tonight

today's index

Search progressing 'extremely well'

GET FIRED UP — Racer
defensive coordinator Mike
Mahoney shows his enthusiasm
during last Saturday's game
against UT-Martin. Murray Opts
promoters hope Mahoney's enthusiasm will be infectious idles
the university sponsoriThE
Hameccening Pep Rally Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena. The
pubbc is invited, cash prizes will
be given to attending fraternities
and both the Racers and the MU
coaching staff will attend. The rally precedes Saturday's 2 p.m. football game between the Racers and
Middle Tennessee in Roy Stewart
Stadium
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Sex consoles
cancer patients

HOSPITAL BOARD MEMBERS — Past members of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board recently were honored with limited edition prints of the blason Memorial
Hospital. The prints were presented at the annual board members' dinner. Among those
honored were (from left, front row) John Ed Scott, A.W. Simmons Sr., Robert 0. Miller,

Guy Billington, Fay Key, Hazel Beale, Martha Broach, Louise Swann, Leonard Vaughn,
(back row) Dr. Bill Wilson, Melvin Henley, Dr. Gene Cook, James Rutty Allbritten, Dr.
C.C. Lowry, LD. Miller, Rue Overby, Joe Pat Ward, Gil Hopson, Dr. Donald Hughes,
Hall McCuiston and Max Hurt.

Sunken flagship raised after 437 years
By ANDREW WARSHAW
Associated Press Writer
PORTSMOUTH, England AP)
— Greeted by tooting car horns,
flares and cheering crowds, the
fragile, wooden hull of the Mary
Rose, King Henry VIII's flagship,
was back home today — 437 years
after the warship sank while sailing into battle against the French.
In the climax of a three-year,
;6.8 million salvage operation
overseen by Prince Charles, the
recovered starboard section was
towed triumphantly back to Portsmouth harbor Monday night, the
same place where the Mary Rose
had sailed on its ill-fated voyage.
The recovery followed two days
of tension as the hull was
precariously lifted from its

English Channel grave by a
floating crane. On Sunday, one of
four steel legs of the 56-ton lifting
frame buckled and had to be cut
away.
Charles, aboard the giant
floating crane Tog Mor during the
lift, said the frame's sudden slip at
one point made him feel "slightly
horrified. It left a nasty feeling in
the tummy."
He is president of the Mary Rose
Trust, which conducted the
salvage operation.
The most sophisticated warship
of its day, the Mary Rose will be
moored on a buoy until Friday
when the barge will move into a
drydock and lay the wreckage
down for thorough renovation
alongside another famous

flagship, the HMS Victory, warship of Lord Nelson, Britian's
greatest naval hero.
Eventually, the Mary Rose and
17,000 artifacts reclaimed from it
will be the centerpiece of a new
maritime museum in a Port-

smouth suburb. After four centuries in the thick mud of ocean
floor, the 108-foot ship has been
called a time capsule of life in
Tudor times. Divers have
recovered such things as cannons
and longbows, combs and early
medical equipment.

Field fires contained
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Weary
firefighters mopped up hot spots
today after containing the biggest
of 11 weekend brush fires — many
of them deliberately set — that
burned 75,000 acres, injured 147
people and destroyed 81 homes.
Close-mouthed investigators

"It's a dream come true," said
Margaret Rule, archaeological
director of the Mary Rose Trust.
She dived 900 times to the
wreckage and was given a standing ovation by members of the
recovery team when the barge
pulled into harbor.
Car horns, flares and scores of
cheering local townsfolk greeted
the old oak hull as it arrived by
barge in darkness, accompanied
by a small fleet of support ships.

LA JOLLA, Calif. (AP) —
Cancer-stricken husbands and
wives could benefit from sexual
intimacy if they are physically
able and their partners find it appealing,a psychiatrist says.
Sex can be an important way to
deal with the depression brought
on by the disease, Dr. Theresa
Crenshaw said in a speech Monday at the sixth annual cancer
symposium at Scripps Memorial
Hospital.
She is director of the Crenshaw
Clinic and co-director of the
department of human sexuality at
the University of California's San
Diego School of Medicine.
In another session, a Stanford
University researcher said major
scientific advances have boosted
the survival rate among sufferers
of Hodgkins'disease.
Hodgkins' disaP.asP "is no longer
as major a threat to the 7,000 to
8,000 Americans it afflicts each
year," said Dr. Saul A.
Rosenberg, head of the oncology
division at Stanford Medical
Center.
The newly developed treatment
methods have led to better than 80
percent survival at five years for
all stages of the disease,
Rosenberg said. "Results have
been even more dramatic in
children, with 98 percent surviving after 11 years and 93 percent
permanently cured," he said.
Rosenberg said he and his colleagues are working now on even
more effective treatment programs using drugs with a narrower spectrum of side effects.
"It's a measure of our success
that in a disease that was once invariably fatal, we can now shoot
for improving the quality of life
rather than just survival," he
said.

also continued searching for
whoever was responsible for five
of the fires in Southern California's dry hillsides, spurred by
desert-hot Santa Ana winds howling toward the Pacific Ocean at
speeds up to 60 mph.
In all, the fires caused an
estimated $20.7 million in damage
as they blasted across parts of five
counties before the last was controlled or contained late Monday.
Officials believe arsonists were
responsible for fires that charred
57,000 acres and consumed 65
homes.

Cross Home
Nursing Course
to be offered
Red

HONORED BY CHURCH — Mrs. Norman D.Hale (right) was presented with a certificate of appreciation
by Dan McKee'(left) chairman of board and congregation of First Christian Church,for her work as church
secretary for the past 14 years at a breakfast at the church.

Mrs. Hale honored by First Christian Church
Mrs. Norman D. (Betty) Hale,
church secretary of the First
Christian Church for the past 14
years, was presented with honors.
These occurred at a continental
breakfast of the Christian
Women's Fellowship on Saturday
morning in the church parlor.
Dan McKeel, chairman of the
board and congregation,
presented Mrs. Hale with a certificate of appreciation; Mrs. 0.13.
Boone, chairman of CWF,
presented her a gardenia corsage
and an engraved silver bowl

stating "with all our love and appreciation;" and Dr. David Roos,
pastor, presented her a "thank
you" card and a love gift of money
from the church.
Mrs. Hale has served with four
ministers of the church over the
years including the Rev. Howard
Nichols, the Rev. William Porter,
Dr. Frank Tinder and Dr. Roos.
Mrs. Boone said "church
secretaries tend to be one of the
least appreciated positions in the
church and only notice you when
you are gone on vacation and

things do not go right."
McKeel pointed out "that we
just wanted to say thanks for your
long tenure of service and we trust
and hope there will be many more
years of service to come."
Roos concluded by indicating
that he had "always been specially impressed by Betty's
diplomatic skills in trying to keep
some 400 plus members happy and
her gracious willingness to always
find time to listen to anyone who
needed to talk."

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
,(LINT KELLEY

MAYFIELD, KY

241-0673 or 1 800 592 3488

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE. Ky (API( USDA Estimated receipts cattle and receipts
2100, limited slaughter steers Auld
cows steady. instances
heifers
1.00 higher, bulls steady, slaughter
calves and yealers 3 00-5,00 higher;
1.00-2.00
feeder steers and heft
higher, these 200-3.00 higher for two
days trading. feeder heifers 2 00400
higher, instances 4.40 higher. full advance on fleshy heifer offerings
Choice 1195-1395 lb slaughter steers
54 50-58.40 good and choice 545-11* lb
54.75-55 001. utility and commercial
dairYbreds 1415-1610 lb 49.00-5210;
slaughter heifers good 7681063 lb 52 5055 75: commercial cows 38 50-42 75:
utility 3500-41 50, high dressing 4200.
44 00. cutler 335.0-4000, canner and cut.
ter under 800 lb 29 60-35 50. slaughter
bulls grade 1-3 1050.16* lb 48 03-52.50,
grade 2000-1350 lb 41 75-46 75. good and
choice vealers 180-190 lb 54 0445.50, few

steady:

prune up to 77,00;good and choice
calves 300-450 lb 44 00-51 50
Feeder steers medium frame 1 300400 lb 6075-45 50. 400-500 lb 00.0046.90,
300.100 lb 58 0044 SO, 600700 lb 57756400, 700-900 lb 55 50-61 00, small frame
14 40409 lb few 5300-33.20, heifers
medium frame 1 inducting fleshy offerings 300-400 lb 50 00-56 00: 400-500 lb
50 0044 50, several partloads 57 0058 50, 500400 lb 47 5044 50, few up to
57 00, 600-700 lb 51 75-56 00, small frame
1-2 300-400 lb 44 0046 50. 400-500 lb 42 *47.50, 500-600 lb 44 50-47 50
Hogs 800: harrows and gilts 50
higher. 1-2 215-245 lb 58 00-511 20; 2 225260 lb 57 50-58 00, 2-3 230-265 lb 57 OD57 50, 3 2156-200 lb 56 50-57 00, sows
steady to 5 higher. 1-2 300.350 lb 54 005500. 350-400 lb 50.00-5600, 400-450 lb
56 0047 00. 450-500 lb 57 0048 00, 503450
lb 58 00-58 50, few medium 350-525 lb
44.00-5200, boars over 300 lb 49 50
Sheep untested

Industrial Average

Hog
market
Federal-State Market News Sernce (*toter 12,1*
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog
Fteport Includes(Bayles Stations
Receipts. Act. %I Est.011 Barrows I, Gilts
steady .25 higher Sowsmostly steady
US 14 210160 lbs......... .
.
US 2 210-7711s.
605.35-6650
US 22101111U
355 7546 35
US)-3 r441/111s.
154 25-55 75
Sows '
141 50-50 00
US 1411641119*
1119 113412.111
US 14 Meallb.
$52.414461111
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US 34MRSla
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A Red Cross Home Nursing
Course will be offered by the
Hospice Program of MurrayCalloway County Hospital starting
Monday, Oct. 25, and continuing
through Friday, Nov. 12.
Dr. Ruth Cole, retired chairman
of the Nursing Department of
Murray State University and first
chairman of the Hospice Program, will be the instructor. Sessions will be in the third floor
classroom at the hospital.
The only cost will be for the textbook, Family Health and Home
Nursing. The course is designed to
help individuals learn about
health care and how to perform
simple nursing skills in the home.
The class will be limited to 12
people. Persons may sign up for
the class in the Hospice Office at
the local hospital.

Fire destroys trailer
of Larry Tidwell
Fire destroyed the Larry
Tidwell trailer, located on Watson
Road off Highway 94 in Lynn
Grove,at approximately 7:30 a.m.
today.
According to Tony Bayless of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad, the fire is of unknown
origin and the trailer was unoccupied when the blaze started.
The trailer was engulfed with
flames when squad members arrived at the scene. Eight
firefighters with -three trucks
responded.
No injuries and no other
damages were reported.

City school board
to meet Thursday
The Murray Independent School
Board will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday to discuss several
items.
The meeting agenda includes
consideration of a proposal from
the high school student council,
November meat bids, personnel
and correspondence.

Democratic committee
to conduct meeting

Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee will have its
quarterly meeting Monday, Oct.
ish6A'r--111, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Coon1111 ty Courthouse.
Z.C. Enix, chairman, urges all
la Tint at
members to attend.

ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL — Judge Boyce Clayton hands a campaign card to Jan Tabers. Clayton is campaigning for re-election to
the Kentucky Supreme Court. He is a former commonwealth's attorney for Calloway and Marshall Counties. He is completing his first
term on the state's highest court.

Alabama caps rags-to-riches
story with three CMA awards
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The young band Alabama, known for
its progressive style, capped a rags-to-riches saga by dethroning
Barbara Mandrel' as entertainer of the year at the Country Music
Association's annual awards show.
"There's a lot of great entertainers," lead singer Randy Owen said
after the nationally televised awards program Monday night."To be
the first group to win it, it feels good."
The four-piece band from Fort Payne, Ala., was playing for tips
just two years ago and was rejected several times by recording companies until RCA signed it to a contract.
Alabama, which has reeled off a string of hits including "Feels So
Right," "Old Flame," "Take Me Down" and "Mountain Music,"
also won for top instrumental group and top vocal group.
They are more progressive than traditional in style, although some
of their instrumentals have a bluegrass flavor.
After receiving the bullet-shaped trophies at the Grand Ole Opry
House, Alabama led its road crew in a backstage cheer, "Ain't We
Having Fun Now!"
Miss Mandrell, who was co-host with Mac Davis of the 16th annual
program, won no awards.
The petite singer, who has dominated country music awards shows
in recent years, was among five finalists for entertainer of the year
and top female vocalist.
Willie Nelson, who was writing songs before members of Alabama
were born, won two awards — single of the year for the tender
"Always on My Mind" and album of the year for the LP of the same
name. He did not attend the ceremony.
"Always on My Mind" also won song of the year for writers Johnny
Christopher, Wayne Thompson and Mark James.
Young Ricky Skaggs, acclaimed for his piercing tenor, won top
male vocalist over Nelson, Merle naggard,George Jones and Ronnie
Milsap.
"Well, hmm. Didn't plan no speech," said the 28-year-old Skaggs,
who has had a recording contract less than a year. Skaggs, who also
won the Horizon Award as most promising newcomer, hit the top of
the charts in April with "Crying My Heart Out Over You."
Jan*Fricke, who toiled in obscurity for years as a backup singer
at Nashville recording sessions before making such hits as "Baby,
It's You" and "Playin' Hard to Get," was named female vocalist of
the year. She beat out Miss Mandrell, Rosanne Cash, Emmylou Harris and Juice Newton.
Singer Marty Robbins, whose gunfighter songs like "El Paso" accented the western style of country music, was chosen for the Country Music Hall of Fame along with the late singer Lefty Frizz.ell and
Roy Horton,a former music publishing executive.
Other winners included Chet "Mr,Guitar" Atkins, instrumentalist
of the year, and David Frizzell and Shelly West, vocal duo of the year
for the second straight year. David Frizzell and 1...efty Frizzell, who
died in 1975, are brothers.
Davis drew a gasp from the audience of 4,400 when he sang his
latest release, "The Beer Drinkin' Song." The song mentions
"Reaganomics" as one of the things that would drive a man to drink.
A
I
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Regents need
to plan for
future success
The 20-month controversy between Murray State
University's president and its board of regents is
over. But rather than dwell on the possible
detrimental effect it had on the university, the new
board — both old and new regents — must now plan
a successful future for MSU.
To eliminate future leadership problems, the
board must first define its role in governing the
university. There were two types of boards which
governed the President Constantine Curtis administration. Each represented what we feel are
extreme examples of involvement in university affairs.
The first of the two boards placed much confidence in its chief executive, approving most
recommendations without question. On the other
hand, some regents which followed took an exaggerated role as administrative watchdogs and soon
found themselves involved in daily administrative
decisions. This resulted in a great deal of confusion
because it raised the serious question of who was in
charge of the school's operation.
Whether these approaches were right or wrong
under the situation at that time we cannot judge,
but what Murray State needs now is a board
somewhere between these extremities. Regents are
ultimately responsible for the efficient operation of
the university, but they a reside throughout Kentucky and have full-time jobs as lawyers, judges
and other successful occupations.
The key to overseeing the university on a parttime basis lies in the ability to separate long-term
policy decisions from administrative matters.
Stephen K. Bailey, former vice president of the
American Council on Higher Education, explained
the board's responsibility. "As a trustee, the test
question in separating policy from administration
is whether a proposed action will change the nature
or direction of the institution or its subordinate
structure. If it will, the board should recogpize the
implications for long-term policy before casting the
vote."
With this concept to serya.as a solid foundation,
the Mg-ray State board. of regents can eliminate
future rilaership problems by thoughtful -delegation of authority.
In addition to defining its basic role, the regents
must also determine specific board functions and
identify areas which are essential to the success of
Murray State. A list of basic responsibilities to consider is outlined in a 1973 study by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education.
They are: to select and appoint the president, to
monitor the president's performance, to determine
the mission of the institution, to approve long-range
plans ,to approve the educational program, to insure financial solvency, to defend the autonomy of
the institution, to enhance the public standing of the
institution, to interpret the community to the campus, to serve as the court of final appeal, and to
assess their own performance.
These standards outline the broad responsibilities
of governing boards throughout higher education,
but there are also several key areas that apply
specifically to Murray State. To serve the university effectively, the board should have an understanding of:
— The school's relation to state government and a
basic knowledge of the competition for public funds
with the seven other state universities;
— Murray State's dependence upon and responsibilty to the students,former students and alumni;
— The need to develop an identity to increase the
value of an MSU education. Recently, the school
has built a modest national reputation through
athletics. This commitment needs to be continued
while maintaining high academic standards.
In its first two meetings, the new board has
governed in an orderly and effective manner.
Under the direction of Chairman Richard Frymire,
the regents have adopted a new committee structure and plan to approve the first-ever set of
bylaws.
The board of regents is a qualified group of individuals which we hope will prove itself through
sound long-term policy decisions, delegation of
authority and actions in the best interests of Murray State University.
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MSU Homecoming's'Golden Memories'
dance could be social event of the year
If you were a swinger at Murray
State any time within the past five
decades — or even if you weren't —
you'll want to be in the old gym in the
Carr Health Building this coining
Friday night for the "Golden
Memories Homecoming Eve
Dance," a real goodie cooked up by
Roger Reichmuth and his friends in
the music department at the university.
They're going to have three good
bands to play for one big evening of
dancing from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. They
are planning six, 45-minute sets, being played by first one band and then
the other, all of which will be capped
off with a grand finale marathon jam
session.
The three bands will be made up of
musicians from band eras in the
university's history — the Alumni
All-Star Band, the "Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charlie" band and
"Grand Avenue." There will be
music for all age alumni.
The alumni band will be made up of
professional musicians joined by
guests artists throughout the evening
LS they play music of the big band
era, such favorites as those featured
by Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington,
Woody Herman, Stan Kenton and
others.
The "Here Comes Charlie" band
will be made up of alumni of the 1950s
and 1960s playing such hits as
"Chicago," "Blood, Sweat and
Tears" and others, while a talented
group of present-day Murray State
students, making up the "Grand
Avenue" band, will perform hits
from the Top 40 of today.
And thrown in will be a reasonable
facsimile of a Murray State professor
as he spins top hits of the 1950s with
some "platter palaver" to go along
with it, all performed by a "Mr.
Trey."
•••
It ill-sOunds like fun. The tarrif is
only $6.00 per couple with all proceeds going to the scholarship fund in
the College of Creative Expression.
And, they are asking that you make
reservations by calling 762-4288.

I'm especially interested in the AllStar Band, as it will have some
fellows playing in it who were at Murray State when! waiststudent there.
Leroy Mermen, Mir an insurance
executive in Evatandlie,Ind., was the
leader of the canoes dance band in
those days, and b• will be back to
lead the All-Stars Friday night.
A bunch of these fellows gathered
at the Calvert City Country Club this
past weekend and rehearsed for
three hours. Leroy has arranged a
special medley of the most popular
numbers played by his band of those
years. It will include "Fate Denied
My Love," the band's popular theme
and written by its pianist, Paul
Bryant. Margery Shown will be
singing it
Others will include "Moonlight
Serenade" and "Perdido." Bobby
Bryan, of the present WKMS-FM
staff, will narrate the medley just as
if they were broadcasting from an
engagement in the old Irvin Cobb
Hotel ballroom where the Offerinan
band played so many times in
Paducah during the 19308.
•••
In case you are wondering about
the musicians, Roger tells me these
will be playing:
Bob Bishop, owner of a clothing
manufacturing company in
Princeton; Harry Absher, a piano
technician, instrument repairman
and dealer in Paducah; Larry Dews,
band director at Livingston County
High School.
George Stephens, band director in
the Caldwell County schools;
Richard W. (Doc) Farrell, retired
chairman of the music department at
Murray State; and Jim Fern, a real
estate broker and insurance agent at
Calvert City — all playing trumpets.
Playing saxophones will be:
Gerald Welker, director of bands
at Mstrray State; Don Story, who will
T)e-teitured in Benny Goodman style
selections and in a special Dixieland
group within the big band, playing
his popular jars clarinet style; C.A.
Woodall, former band director at
Hopkinsville and now an insurance

letter to the editor

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria Ohio 43581. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Will any of the new
tax law recently passed by Congress
have any effect on senior citizens?
K.L.
ANSWER: The recently passed
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act of 1982, H.R. 4961, will result in a
number of changes that apply to
elderly taxpayers.
Under a revision of the medical expense deduction, elderly taxpayers
must now have itemized medical expense deductions totaling 5% of their
adjusted gross income before they
can deduct these expenses from their
taxes. The previous limit was 3% of
adjusted gross income. This will
presumably make it more difficult
for older persons to reduce their
medical expenses and prescription
drug costs.
A 10% tax withholding will be
levied against the interest and dividend payments made by financial institutiens on savings and investments. However,several exemptions have been included in the new
law to mitigate the effect of this requirement. Specifically, the bill provides for an exemption for low income and elderly persons and also an
exemption for minimal withholdings
of between $100 and $150. Persons aged 65 or older will be excluded from
the withholding requirements if their
income is below $24,000 as a couple or
$15,000 as individuals.
One new requirement which is certain sf affect a number of older persons is the withholding requirement
of 10% on any private pension or annuity payment which exceeds $7400
for a couple or $5400 for an individual
within a taxable year. However, persons who so wish can opt out of the
withholding requirement by filing an
exemption certificate with the Internal Revenue Service.
Finally, the tax bill makes a
number of changes to the contribution and benefit limitation requirernents, social security integration rules, and anti-discrimination

agent in Princeton
Also, Tim Steersman. retired band
director at South Hopkins High
School; Keith Sperry, band director
at Providence; and Marion Relabel,
band director at Union Qty, Tenn..
and who directs a community big
band that rehearses every Thursday
night down there He also has been
good enough to lend his dance band
book, its musk, for the occasion
Roger also will be playing his saxophone.
•••
There will be four trombones
those of: Ray Patel, Grand Rivers;
Ron Cowherd, band director at Lone
Oak Middle School; Alan Baker,
band director at Trigg County High
School; and Alan Farrell, band director at Paducah Middle School.
Making up the rhythm sections will
be: Roger Hayes, band director at
Heath High School, on the piano;
Homer Pruitte, band director at West
Hopkins High School, also on piano,
as will be John Arnri, conunericial
music teacher at Belmont College in
Nashville. Another will be Kevin
White, a senior music major from
Desloge, Mo.
Chuck Simons, Murray music and
Instrument dealer, will play the
drums; Elmo Reed, instrument
dealer and retired teacher now living
in Benton, will play the guitar; and
Jack Henry, former band director at
Paducah Tilghman High School,
Paducah, and now a sales representative for Frosty Acres, will be the
bass player.
Margery Shown will be the
featured vocalist, singing, of course,
many more numbers other than the
Offerm.an theme.
Leading the bands, along with Offerman will be Reithel and Fern,
whose son, Bob, graduated from
Murray State last spring and is now
band .director at Campbell, Mo.
Another, Jay,is a junior music major
at the university today. He directs
the Campus Lights band and is the
leader of the "Grand Avenup" band
which will play the young folks'
music Friday night.

requirements of the tax code which
will have the effect of ensuring that
lower income employees covered
under a qualified pension plan will
actually vest and receive their
retirement benefits. Previous provisions in these areas often led to situations in which lower salaried
employees did not receive their promised pension benefits.
HEARTLINE: If a person has a
consumer complaint, how do they
know exactly who to contact if their
efforts to solve it locally have
brought no satisfaction? B.W.
ANSWER: A free publication,
"Direct Contacts for Consumers,"
will help consumers solve problems,
The booklet lists dozens of toll-free
"800" numbers you can dial to get
free help on anything from crime insurance to health information. For
your copy send a postcard to Consumer Information Center, Dept.
599K, Pueblo, Colored]81109.

today in history
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 12,the 285th
day of 1982. There are 80 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 12, 1492, Christopher Columbus discovered America.
On this date:
—In 1822, Brazil became independent of Portugal.
—In 1945, the Allied Control Council in Germany ordered the dissolution of the Nazi Party after World
War II.
—In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev shattered the decorum
at the U.N. General Assembly by
pounding his desk with his shoe.
—In 1976, Prime Minister Hua KuoFeng was appointed chairman of
China's Communist Party, succeeding the late Mao Tse-Tung.
Ten years ago: A team of 11
medical specialists from the People's
Republic of China arrived in the
United States for a three-week tour of
medical and research centers.
Five years ago: President Jimmy
Carter warned that Senate rejection
of the Panama Canal treaties could
lead to civil unrest that would take as
many as 100,000 American troops to
quell.
One year ago: The President of the
Sudan, Gaafar el-Nimeiry, said he
expected Libya to invade his country.

Citizen wants
to save trees
To The Editor,
I have just gone through the
trauma of seeing two beautiful oak
trees on Shady Lane destroyed by
Murray's Street Department. The
area has been neglected and underbrush and low hanging limbs were a
danger and an eyesore, but to cut
down these two fine oak specimens is
like cutting off an arm to eliminate a
hangnail.
I am calling this to the attention of
fellow citizens so they will be
forewarned that this can happen to
them. In these times of wood burning
stoves, the temptation to cut down
trees will be serious if restraint is not
used. Some people will prefer their
streets without trees but others love
the trees for their beauty and the
shade they produce.
Our Murray mayor and officials
are reasonable people and will
cooperate if they can to preserve
trees and maintain our streets. I just
wish I had fumed at the Street
Department to clean up our street
before the loss of two superb trees.
Sincerely yours,
B.K. Taylor

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Have you ever been accused of being immature? Have you ever accused someone else of immaturity, or of
"not acting their age"?
Many of us think of immaturity as
a bad thing. The famous American
educational philosopher John Dewey
(1859-1952) adopted a different view
in his book Demecracy and
Education, published in 1916:
Takeo absolutely, indeedof
comparatively, 1mmatiIty
designates a positive forc or
ability — the power to grow.
To order a copy of all Thoughts in
Session published over the past three
years — in paperback - call Alida
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
753-3474
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray-Calloway County
Needline Association

•••
You won't have to walk your
"date" to the Health Building, and
the dente will be ia the -big gym" instead of the gills gym on the south
end, where they used to be
Noe, will you be able to havers Coke
at "The Hut" during intermission
It's a child care center now, and you
won't have to get your girl back into
Wells Hall by 1 30 a m - 30 minutes
after the musk stops That's old hat
in these swinging, modern times
But. there will be• lot of Goideo
Memories" recalled when the bands
play. Roger Roichmuth and his people deserve a lot of gratitude for all
the trouble they've gone to in pulling
this event together
If you were a part of any of the
eras, you won't want to miss it
Friday night 9 p m to 1 30
a m .Carr Health Building 16 per
couple reservations requested by
calling 762-42811

looking back
Ten years ago
Tobacco barns owned by Harry
Key and Fred Gillum were destroyed
by fire today. Both wire being used
to fire current crops of tobacco
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ivy
Pogue.
Members of Calloway County Drug
Council Board include Willard Ails.
Arlie Scott, Robert Daniel and
Johnny Bohannon.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rowland, Oct.
9
The Blood River Baptist Association with the Rev. Thomas Perkins as
moderator will have its 103rd annual
meetings at First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton, Alton& Baptist
Church in Marshall County and Find
BapUst Church, Murray, Oct. 16 and
17.
Tweedy yam ago
S.V. Foy, county agent, spoke at
meeting of Calloway County
Forestry Committee. He discussed
the pros and cons of pulpwood
market in this area.
Deaths reported include Joe Winchester.86.
Charles }Immo discussed services
available at Mental Health Center
recently established in Murray at
meeting of Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
World Community Day by United
Church Women will be Nov. 2 at St.
John's Episcopal Church. The Rev.
Robert Cherry, church vicar, will install new officers, according to Mrs.
Harry Whayne. program chairman.
Vernon Stubblefield, sophomore
from Murray, has been added to the
golf squad at Murray State College
Sugar is listed as selling for 10
pounds for 16 cents at Swarm's
Grocery.
Thirty years ago
Offices for the H.C. Price Co., contractors in charge of laying pipelines
for Texas Gas Transmission, will be
located in Murray until at least Jan.
1, according to Paul Gholaon,
secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce. Two buildings have been
leased for offices from Western Dart
Fired Tobacco Growers Association
Deaths reported include A G
Hughes,70.
Elected as cheerleaders at Lynn
Grove High School were Peggy Butterworth, Wilma Jo Warren, Ann
Miller and Joette Lassiter
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J D. Darnell, Oct. 4, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mowery,
Oct. 5, and a girl to Mr and Mrs
Gene Harmon,Oct. 6.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat Bowling Green 26 to 7 Murray
team players included Carroll, Medd,
Jones, Wyatt, Furches, Burns, Dyer,
Charles, Phillips, Buchanan and
King.
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Incident changes lives ofarea family
By SY RAMSEY
AP Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Judy Walker was
angry at her 12-year-old
daughter for briefly running away from home
after being reprimanded
about poor grades.
"I hit her with an extension cord," Mrs. Walker
recalled.
That incident last April
26 has changed the lives
of the 37-year-old hospital
technician, and both her
4daughters. The other is 6.
Mrs. Walker said that
three days after a report
of child abuse from the
older girl's school, two
social workers and an
,,armed deputy sheriff arrived at her home at
Ledbetter in Livingston
.County and took the
children to a foster home.
They are now In their
'third foster home in
western Kentucky, and
there is a distinct
possibility the state will
try to terminate the
. parental rights of Mrs.
:Walker, who is divorced.
"I didn't think they
,could take my children
;away from me," the
Imother said in a recent

died more than a month
ago when she was trapped briefly in an abandoned refrigerator in one
of the foster homes. Mrs.
Walker also has filed a
complaint of sexual
abuse of the older girl
against another foster
home.
The case is unusual if
only because Mrs.
Walker is not poor or a
welfare client. A native of
Dawson Springs, she
returned to western Kentucky more than a year
ago from the Chicago
area.
,$he makes 125,000 a
year at Livingston County Hospital and her house
is typical of those in middle class suburbs.
Yet, the mother claims,
because she ordered two
social workers out of her
home when they came to
investigate the April 26
incident, an insensitive
bureaucracy is trying to
destroy her family life.
Mrs. Walker said she
has learned that "if you
act properly humble to
them (social workers)
they don't take the
children.".
The other side of the
story can be found in the
interview.
. Mrs. Walker claimed Department for Human
, the younger child almost Resources, but officials

:4
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said they cannot comment at this time because
of confidentiality regulations.
The middle ground appears to be with Eric
Tohtz of Western Kentucky Legal Services Inc.
at Paducah. Tohtz has
been designated to represent the children and
make a recommendation
on where they should go.
"I'm searching my
soul," Tohtz said. •'I'm
wrestling with the problems ... The children
consistently tell me they
want to come home."
Meantime, Mrs.
Walker seldom sees her
children. She broods and
worries, but said she has
not informed her former
husband — who is out of
the state — of the situation because she does not
get along with him.
There is another facet
to the case which the
mother said she may take
up with the Kentucky
Civil Liberties Union
Mrs. Walker said she is
agnostic and that one of
the social workers who investigated the case carried a Bible all the time.
Mrs. Walker protested
religious training for her
children, and Human
Resources corNE F DU_ WOMAN
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Festival scheduled

A Christmas Arts and Crafts Festival, sponsored
by Mayfield-Graves County Senior Citizens, Inc.,
will be Saturday, Oct. 16, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday, Oct. 17, from 1 to 5 p.m. at Community
Center, North 15th Street, Mayfteld.
An entry fee 0(110 will be charged for each booth
and there will be no commission obligation. It Is
open to all area residents and only handcrafted
items will be accepted. Set up time will be 7:30 a.m.
Saturday. For information contact the Senior
Citizens or call 1-247-2566.

Workshop Thursday
A Harvest Fair Workshop will be Thursday, Oct.
14, at 7 p.m. at the St. John's Episcopal Church.
Work will be on pine cone wreaths with Pat Harcourt as director and all women of the church are
urged to attend.

Missionary to speak
Brenda Forelines, home missionary in Columbia,
S.C., will speak at the Baptist Student Center,
Chestnut and Waldrop Drive, on Thursday, Oct. 14,
at 10:30 a.m. A covered dish luncheon will be served. This is open to all Baptist women in the area.

Singing Saturday
A Mini-Gospel Singing Convention will be Saturday, Oct. 16, at 7 p.m. at Bible Facts building,,
located 5/
1
2 miles south of Murray at Cherry Corner,
just off Highway 121 South next to Hicks Cemetery.
This is free and open to the public.
Quartets to be featured from the West Kentucky
Gospel Music Association include The Prophets
from Coldwater Baptist Church, The Neighbors
from Benton, The Watchmen from Mayfield and the
New Creations from Metropolis, flI. For information call 759-4600. A concession stand will be open.
Seating will be for 225, but persons may bring
chairs with room for 500.

Sheri C. Smith at Fest
Sheri Copeland Smith, Miss Kentucky 1981, appeared at the annual Daniel Boone Feat, Barbourville, Oct. 8 and 9. She was mistress of ceremonies
and headline entertainer at Bluegrass shows and
also was featured in the parade on Saturday.
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respondence indicates
foster parents and
Events at First Presbyterian Church this week
schools have been advis- will include choir practice and youth group meeting
ed to discontinue this
at 6:30 p.m. and session meeting at 7:30 p.m., all on
practice.
Wednesday, and bazaar worship meeting at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Walker pictures Thursday.
her trouble as beginning
when a rebellious
daughter told someone in
Toopie Thomas, tour director for Murrayschool of the extension Calloway County Senior Citizens, has planned a trip
cord incident, with subseto World's Fair at Knoxville, Tenn., and Gatlinquent misunderstanding burg, Tenn.,for Oct. 19-22.
on all sides. But Tohtz
The bus will leave from the parking lot at North
said:
Fourth and Walnut Streets at 8 a.m. on Tuesday,
"For whatever reason, Oct. 19, and return on Friday, Oct. 22. This will be
matters seem to have two days at the World's Fair and three nights at
turned into a personality Gatlinburg. For reservations and information call
conflict which seems to Mrs. Thomas at 753-8274.
have taken more and
more importance than
consideration of the
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
welfare of the children."
will play Thursday, Oct. 14, at 9 a.m. at the club.
Mrs. Walker won her Substitutes will be Brenda Marquardt and Peggy
effort to replace the Billington.
social workers in LivThe lineup is as follows: Court One — Sue
ingston County, who Overbey, Patsy Oakley, Patsy Miller and Andrea
regarded the mother as Hogancamp; Court Two — Judy Carroll, Joni Billunfit, and the newest ington, Nancy Whitmer and Jeanetta Williams;
social worker submitted Court Three — Etruny Edwards, Sharron Brown,
a report last month to Janna Hughes and Lois Keller; Court Four — Lana
Juvenile Judge Gordon Smith, Lynn Stout, Frankie McNutt and GeorgianLisanby of Smithland.
na Moffitt.
That report says, in
part, that the older girl
"is feeling unloved and
Welcome Wagon Club will meet Thursday, Oct.
unwanted by the 14, at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church with Walter
mother," that Mrs. Mehr to be speaker about "Generic Drugs." All
Walker shows some signs members and any newcomers to the area are inof child abuse according vited to attend, a club spokesman said.
to criteria of the
American Humane
Association and that the
Parents Anonymous, a self-help organization for
mother "seems unwho abuse or neglect their children and
parents
comfortable and unwish
to improve their family's lives, will meet
who
cooperative with the
Thursday,Oct. 14,from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
(Human Resources)
For information concerning the organization
agency."
seeks to keep the privacy of persons involved
which
It recommends keeping
may call 759-1087 or 753-6089 for information.
the children in foster
care, psychological
evaluation of both mother
and daughters and allowTuesday,Oct. 12
ing Mrs. Walker to visit
Tuesday,Oct. 12
the children provided she
BYW Group of
Faculty recital by
receives counseling.
Westside Baptist Church Henry Bannon, tenor, and
Mrs. Walker repeated- will meet in the home of Marie Taylor, piano, will
ly contended in the inter- Carolyn Carroll at 7 p.m. be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
view that she is not a
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Murray Star Chapter Center, Murray State
child abuser, and added,
"I am not a tactful per- No. 433 Order of the University.
Eastern Star will have a
son. I can't be."
She quoted one of the potluck supper at 6:30
Murray TOPS (take off
first visiting social p.m. followed by installa- pounds sensibly) Club
workers as saying: "You tion of officers at 7:30 will meet at 7 p.m. at
think you're better than p.m. at lodge hall.
Health Center.
we are, and we're going
Fork
West
Baptist
to show you just who's
Alcoholics Anonymous
Church WMS will meet at
better."
is scheduled to meet at 8
7
church.
p.m. at
"I wish I hadn't let
p.m. at western portion of
them in the house," Mrs.
Livestock and Exposition
Kappa Department of
Walker said. "I wish I'd
Center.
packed up and left the Murray Woman's Club
Singles Class will meet
will have an open
state."
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
clubhouse.
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chestnut Wool 7134314

The comedy
that won't
let 4ou down
f.0.11.• KTOMIS

IS
Piss
"PARADISE"(R)

11114.44m.v.T.m.411

Cordelia Erwin Circle
of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Women is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
Wednesday,Oct. 13
Free blood pressure
tests will be given for
Senior Citizens at Hazel
Community Center from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Douglas Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.

•

Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
8:30 a.m. at cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County.,
Hospital.

Wednesday,Oct. 13
will be served at noon at
Murray Country Club
with Vickie Baker and
Janice Howe in charge.
Bridge with Cathryn Garrott as hostess will be at
9:30a.m.
' Tlitttiaay-,-Dct. 14
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.

Free pap smear clinic
will be at 1 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
North Pleasant Grove
Center. For appointment
Cumberland
call 753-3381.
Presbyterian Church
Murray State Universi- Women are scheduled to
ty Theatre will present meet at 7 p.m.
"On the Twentieth CenMurray Chapter No. 92
tury" at 8 p.m. in Robert
E. Johnson Theatre. For Royal Arch Masons will
information call 762-6797. meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Meeting of Calloway
County Interagency ConMothers Morning Out
ference has been changed will be from 8:30 to 11:30
to Oct. 20.
a.m. at Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Office of Calloway
Pacers with Jean Smith, County Clerk Marvin
818 North 19th St., at 9:30 Harris will be closed toa.m.; Pottertown at Col- day for movement of
onial House Smorgasbord computers.
at 10,a.m.; New Concord
at Sirloin Stockade at 11
Murray State Universia.m.; South Pleasant ty Theatre will present
Grove with Freda Hum- "On the Twentieth Cenphreys at 1:30 p.m.; Har- tury" at 8 p.m. at Robert
ris Grove at Ellis Center. E. Johnson Theatre. For
information call 762-6797.
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
Parents Anonymous
floor classroom of will meet from 6:30 to
Murray-Calloway County 8:30 p.m. For information
Hospital.
call 759-1087 or 753-6089.

Men's Prayer
Murray Bass Club is
Harvest Fair Workshop
Breakfast
of First United scheduled to met at
SALR
will be at 7 p.m. at St.
Dodsosi
753-8282
Methodist Church will Sirloin Stockade at 7:30
John's Episcopal Church.
p.m.
Mothers Day Out will
Donna's Needlework
Circles of First United be at 9 a.m. at First BapMethodist Church tist Church.
Your Counted Cross Stitch Shop
Women will meet as
follows: Hannah with
Brenda Forelines,
Barbara Shores, Ruth home missionary in Col753-8373
202 South 4th
Wilson with Rebecca umbia,S.C., will speak at
West and Wesleyan with 10:30 a.m. at Baptist StuMarjorie Crass, all at dent Center. All Baptist
7:30 p.m.
women are invited.
Ladies day luncheon
Senior citizens ac- tivities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.

Spaghetti
Special

Italian

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
irner5211
lads

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David Cunningham.

Wednesday,Oct. 13
meet at 7 a.m.

We have
fell for
ell feces
...free.
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McDonald-Green vowssolemnized at church
Miss Sharon Lynn
McDonald and Jeffrey
Roland Green were married Saturday, Sept. 4, at
the Full Gospel Tabernacle,Paducah.
The Rev. Edward
Meehan officiated. A program of music was
presented by Mrs. Raymond Belt, pianist, and
Miss Sharie Belt,
vocalist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Mary
Ann McDonald and the
late James McDonald of
Salem.
The groom is the son of
Mrs. Cora Lee Green and
the late Roland Green of
Hickman. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Olney
Johnson, also of
Hickman.

gown of taffeta overlaid
in organza and lace.
Her fitted bodice
featured a portrait
neckline and sheer yolk
lavishly outlined ill silk
Veniae lace and seed
peens. Long straight
chantilly lace sleeves
formed deep points at her
wrists.
A full skirt fell from a
natural waistline into a
full chapel train. A wide
chantilly lace flounce
outlined with a band of
French Alencon lace and
lace motifs adorned the
skirt and train edge.
Her veil of white bridal
illusion fell from a Juliet
cap outlined in seed
pearls. Venise motifs surrounded in pearls outlined the two-tiered veil.

The bride
She carried a cascade
The bride chose for her bouquet of pink bridal
wedding a formal white roses, white sweetheart

roses, baby's breath, button mums and mini carnations with lace and ribboa streamers.
Mrs. Doreen Reynolds
attended her sister as
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Kim Mitendorf of
Paducah, Mn. Cheryl
Farmer of Cannelton,
Ind., and Miss Laurie
Green of Anchorage,
Alaska.
The attendants wore
floor length gowns of
deep rose matte jersey
and chiffon. From the
open v-necklines, the
chiffon draped to the
natural waists creating a
cape effect. The a-line
skirts were sashed with
jersey cording adorned
with delicate rosebuds.
Each attendant carried
a nosegay bouquet of dusty pink carnations, mini

Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony at the
Woman's Club of
Paducah.
Serving were Ms. Kim
Green of Little Rock,
Ark., Ms. Kathy Green of
Louisville, Ms. Pat Bryan
of Ledbetter and Ms.
Cheryl Flewellan of

Salem.
Ms. Dianne Woolfolk
attended the guest
register.
The couple left later for
a wedding nip to the
Bahamas. They now are
residing in Mayfield
The bride is a WI
graduate of Livingston
Central High School and a
1900 graduate of Murray
State University. She is
employed as a teacher at
Salem Elementary
School.
The groom is a 1972
graduate of Fulton County High School and a Ind
graduate of Murray State
University. He received
his Juris Doctor degree in
1979 from Salmon P.
Chase College of Law at
Northern Kentucky
University. Mr. Green is
a partner in the law firm
of Weisenberger, Green
and Null in Mayfield.
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By Rainey Apperson
realities which make the world go
round have something of real importance to say to us all.
"Well, New York Magazine in
its current issue defines the new
counter culture and proclaims
boldly "The 60's had Protest, the
70's had Narcissism and the 80's
have Attitude.' It took me two
readings of the magazine to try to
figure out what 'attitude' is. I'm
not quite sure I know yet, but it's
an expression in the black ghettos
which means aggressiveness or
arrogance.
"As applied to young people it
seems to stem from a kind of
cynicism that the American
postwar dreams of the 40's and
50's never quite panned out for
their parents or for them. The
uninterrupted pleasure of two
cars, two children, a home in
suburbia and ever increasing job
opportunities and income failed to
fulfill us.
"The article states'The 80's will
be energized by it generation with
a unique view of-hjstory. Its sense
of what it means to be an
American is not two hundred
years of westward expansion,
limitless growth, military might
or even the ideals of a counter
culture. It is ten years of
decline...the dashing of high middle class expectations has forced
members of the new generation to
deal with reality in an ironic way.'
"I have to confess that my immediate reaction to a statement
like this is 'So, what's new?' The
American saga of unfulfilled
dreams goes back at least to the
1920's. We had the Beat Generation of the 50's and the Druggies of
the 60's. Obviously it's about time
to brace ourselves for what is to

come.
"The leading question which
this counter culture places before
us is 'Is our country in a decline?'
That is a perpetual question
always before us.
"America has often seemed to
me to be a case of misplaced faith.
A wonderful, exciting country in

Counselors Association.
One of Hazler's writing
projects nearing completion is the development of
a series of audio tapes on
counselor training for Affective House, Inc.
Hazier has also been collecting writings by prison
inmates nationwide and
is seeking to have them
published in magazines,
newspapers, and book
format. He hopes that
these writings will lead to
self-growth on the part of
prisoners and a better
understanding of people
in trouble by the average

THE MOVIE STORE

citizen.
Hazier is starting his
fourth year at Murray
State University as an
Assistant Professor in the
Division of Guidance and
Counseling. He received
his Doctorate at the
University of Idaho while
also serving as the
Associate Director of the
Idoho School Testing Service.

Local women win honors
at recent golf tournament

The Showcase
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which to live where mind boggling, inventive things happen every
"SIIVERKATI- - THE NExT
day, but where things temporal
BEST THING."
and things eternal are always beupcoming popular trend m
Selyerpiats
is
the
ing mixed up. The values that susDr. Thomas F
research that the authors
iyl flatware today The owner of pasted Armee
tain and values which entertain Holcomb, Professor of have collected on a
often look about the same to us. Guidance and Counseling "world of work
con have the luxury, look and feel of sterling saw
exWe have had to learn the hard, at Murray State Universi- perience". This exat OM fOlIfth the cost. Vet. iWiih sifirsrplanid flatand also lasting, way through our ty and Dr. Bill O'Toole, perience allows
ware is kiss expensive than sterling it does have
mistakes.
other qualities that mkt, it os treasured a possesformerly of the Career educators to see first
"Perhaps at last we are coming Education Project for the hand the sights and
von os sterling.
to a time in our history in which Handicapped at Murray sounds of the business/inThe silver or silver plated flatware is 100 perwe are close to a kind of maturity State and now an assis- dustry community and incent QUIP. It is applied m proportion to pre it long
in which we know where to place tant professor in Counsel- teract with employees
lasting durability.
Faith and Trust. Anyone might ing Psychology at the and the managerial staff.
Silverplate is the result of a process of bonding
have told us that the American University of Southern
Consequently, there
punt silver (more pure than sterling( to a strong
good life would not be sufficient to Mississippi have had an has been positive atbase metal. This base is often a copper alloy with a
sustain us or carry us to the dep- article published in the titudinal changes in the
high nickel content usually referred to as 'nickel
ths of our existence, but then like September issue of the educators who have
silver' or 'German Silver'. It is considered the best
children we would not have listen- Vocational Guidance undergone this exmetal for sihierplating because it accepts the
ed. Perhaps the advocates of At- Quarterly.
perience as well as a
process best and if roans strength
plating
titude, whatever that nebulous
This is the major greater cornmittment to
The
term
'old Sheffield plate' refers to Thomas
thing may be, are asking the right publication for the Na- career development conis 1712 m Sheffiekl Enikind acwho
8oulsover
questions."
tional Vocational cepts for their students.
cidently fused silver on copper whale mammy a
• • •
Guidance Association
Dr. Holcomb has been
knife blade. The two heated metals become inEllen Barnhill Stone, a former and has a wide national instrumental in
separable creating o 'silver sandwich Ns chance
resident of Paducah, will be the circulation.
establishing his "World
happening gave birth to the old Sheffield process.
featured guest at the Friends of
The article, "Prepar- of Work" course in six
the Art Guilds' monthly meeting ing the School for Career Western Kentucky cities
and for the first tkne in history, mode silver
starting at 10 a.m. on Monday, Development: a and approximately 500
available to middle class families.
Oct. 18, in the Guild Gallery, 200 Counselor's Role" educators have parWith the discovery of electroplating in the
Broadway,Paducah.
1840's, the old Sheffield production ceased TOY
presents a model that ticipated in it. The
Stone, who recently completed a counselors could use to General Assembly made
con still find beautiful pieces of Old Sheffield in anportrait of Phyllis George and Lin- heighten teacher involve- Career Education mantique nicrkets today.
coln George Tyler Brown, will talk ment and collarboration ditory
SilverpOoling or Electroplating as the process of
teachtes,,101
. INA
about her portrait work and will In working with Career and hlin course hag *Coen
translating pure siNerhtellP bar to ftWI surface
be taking commissions for por- Education concepts and one learning method that
of the item being plated in a uniform thickness.
traits. The public is invited to at- activities with their has helped in the imThis is done by dipping the piece in a special
tend and admission is free.For in- students.
chemical plating solution and directing on electrical
plementation of this manformation call 1442-2453.
This model is based on date.
current through the silver bar to the suspended
Stone is in Kentucky to deliver
pierce.
the Brown portrait to the first
The quality of plating determines the satisfacfamily who commissioned the
tion
that silverplote will provide. Therefore, more
painting. The artist will be in
silver
is placed at the points of wear. A balancing
Paducah for the rest of the week to
technique
is used where 60% of the silver is piecwork on sittings for the commised on the back of the piece and 10% on the front.
sions made here.
Thirteen women from Morgan, Jennifer Crouse,
Anyone interested in commissioning a portrait but cannot at- the Oaks and Murray Wanda Brown, Grace
tend the meeting may talk to the Country Clubs par- James and Vicki Nance;
"if yes have C41111011111111 81
21 ey
artist until 1 p.m. the day of the ticipated in Lady Stroh's and from Murray Club
mastless,
we wesW apBogard,
Amateur
were
Mary
Hole
Open
36
meeting or should call the Guild
predate bearing hese yes."
7534341
Gallery. A portion of the artist's Golf Tournament on Margaret Shuffett and
Sunday,
Dianne
Villanova.
and
Saturday
fee will go to the Friends in supOct. 2 and 3, at Benton
port of the Guild.
A charter member of the Country Club,Benton,Ill. II MN Ell =I NM I= OM WI en IMP I= =I Ell NM GM MI WM MN MB SW OM MB MI NB 1111
Winning prizes in the
Paducah Art Guild, Stone now
lives in St. Armen& Key,Fla. The five flights were Burlene
EVERYTHING YOU'VE
artist has studied at the Ftingling Brewer, Marilyn Hernand
Wells
Susie
don,
Brothers School of Art in
ALWAYS WANTED TO
Sarasota, Fla., and at the Herrin Della Boggess of Oaks I
KNOW
ABOUT PATInstitute of Art in Indianapolis, Country Club, and Pain
CounMurray
Mavity
of
TERN
FITTING
AND
Ind. Her portraiture is in many
Club.
try
private collections around the
WERE AFRAID
Also attending from I
country.
TO
ASK.
Oaks Club were Jeannie

Hazier named to editorial board ofjournal
Dr. Richard Hazier was
recently selected to the
editorial board of the
American Mental Health
Counselors Association
Journal. 'This nationally
distributed journal
selects tisnely articles on
the theoretical, practical,
and research aspects of
mental health couseling.
Hazier has published a
wide variety of materials
and is currently serving
as newletter editor for
both the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance
Association and the Kentucky' Mental Health

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Roland Green

Holcomb and O'Toole
have article published

Rainey'
Occasionally we take
"background music" for granted,
but when Pianist Joe Jackson is
providing this, you certainly don't
take it for granted. Joe plays the
piano so beautifully, and he is the
icing on the cake for some lovely
dinners at the University and
around the corn.nunity.
Recently at the dinner honoring
Artist Dennis Gould and another
dinner honoring members of Kentucky Arts Commission, Joe
played the piano for these fun occasions. A big 'thank you' is in
order for Joe who entertains us so
well.
.• •
The Appreciation Dinner for the
Calloway County Public Library
Volunteers had a nice bit of entertainment in the form of sevenyear-old Scott Conklin. Scott
played a couple of violin solos for
the grniip and complettely charmed us all.
Margaret .TrevIghati:nand her
staff are a super grOup.
• • •
Mark Barber iniooking mighty
fine these days ---,I saw him last
week at the Alpha Omicron Pi
"Mr. MSU Conten." After a stint
with the Armed Vorces, he is back
in Murray and 8150 back in college
at MSU. I know his parents, Ken
and Joyce Bather, are happy to
have him homeagain.
•• •
minister
friend of mine wrote
A
the following article in his church
news letter and I felt our
LEDGER readers would be interested.
"Those of us concerned with
communicating the Gospel always
have to keep out a weather eye to
the 'counter culture' — the
movements which most often
begin with young people in large
cities and universities wanting to
express whatever they find wanting in the mainstream of life today. In a strange way these folks
who are often abstracted from the

carnations and baby's
breath.
Jesse McNeill of
Hickman was best man.
Groomsmen were Bill
Alverson of Lexington
and Mark Blankenship
and Don Kelly, both of
Murray.
Miss Elena Curtis,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Constantine Curtis of
Murray, was flower girl.
The ringbearers was
Nicholas Reynolds,son of
Mr. and Mn. Samuel
Reynolds of Kuttawa.
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Save Up To 9.88
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Bike Jackets
*Cotton corcturoy-nylor
Polyester cotton popiii
•Assorted styles & cob's
•Reg 37 88-39 88
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by store
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20th Anniversary
Celebration Continues
With Super Low Prices
On These Items
And More!
Save 2.96
Junior Gauze
Shirts With
Lurex

Save 1.96
Misses Flannel Shirts
.100% Cotton 'Long sleeve.
button cuff. pointed collar
button front, double yoke
'Assorted plaids •Size 32-38
*Reg. 6.96

•52% Cotton'.
40% polyester.
8% metallion
•Various styles
and colors
•Pockets with tab
•Sizes S-M-L
•Reg 10.96

Save 1.24
Toddler Gowns
'100% Polyester flannel

Save 1.94
Ladies Cozy Warm
Brushed Gowns
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blend 'Assorted styles
with lace. ribbon &
embroidery trim •Variety
of colors *Sizes S-M-L
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Per panel
Save Up to 2.66
Printed.Seeded
Voile Panel
•94% Polyester/6% cotton
*65 Inchesx63 and
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•Brown, green. antique
Super wide
'
'Reg 7 76-8.66
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Terrific Savings!
Quart Vacuum B the
With Handle
•1 Quart capacity ,Red Or
blue plaid •Plastic\with
glass filler 'No. PLISD

4111.
3

•Assort
8-18

tors •Siz

Everyda ,
Low Price!
Electrik
Broom

Save 1 9%
Ladles Fashion
Knee Hi

'Tan color •Tricot
lined *Covered wedge
heel *Extra flexible
sole •Sizes 5-10
'Reg 11 21

Everyd y,Low-Pri
Boys V
tir shell 1
•100%
ing
poiyeste

•Lightweight.
easy to store
'Rug
'Swivel nozzle
'Dirt cup
•Blue color
'No. B4516

0:pe
/

Save 2 37
Ladles Kiltie Loafer

r

'Assorted colors and
styles *Garfield,
Strawberry Shortcake &
Shirtales screens 'Sizes
2-4 'Reg. 5.24

6

•

Electri
earn

uIIIS,HI1, .111111111

124

•Acrylic, nylon, blends
'Fall colors
Sizes 9-11
'
Reg 1 46
'

i 0.
:
iv 3
wvee
Sa
s
Rotode File •
a pdaecgitrye
c0
6

REGINA.
REMINGTON •

Terrific Savings!
Ladies 3 Pair Packaged
Panty
•100% Nylon & eiderlon
or 50/50 poly/cotton
•White & fashion colors
•Briefs with cotton crotch
'Sizes 5-10

Everyday Low Price!
Remington Cord Model
Micro Screen Shaver
- _
'Electric shaver
and cord 'Black with
chromium steel head
•No. XLR800

2.94Ppeakr..

V05 Shampoo
•15 Ounces

Colgate
eInstant Shave
'Ii Ounces

*Regular, extra body,
henna & jojoba
'Limit 2

'Regular. menthol lime
or medicated
'Limit 2

41 MUMBLE
hoto Coupon ,

I Signal Mouthwash

II Photo Processing
20th Anniversary Special
II Reprints coupon Must Accompany Order

I

IN 16°

Limit One Coupon Per Person
Expires 10-16432

• 24 oz
I Reg. $2.13
•I I

Each

Expires 10/17/82

•

Everyday
Low Price!
Woodgrain
Storage
Box by Mead
'Standard size
•No. 200K0

I

Orang

Expires 10/17/82

WAL-MART

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERtHAND4SE POLICY — It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock. However, if
due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item is not available for purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request,
for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available, or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to limit quantities

WAI:MART
less 5 .••

97

•

•No SW2 •Reg 1

Reg

•WAI:MART

•

II

.500 Cat.

•

•

180z

•Guara

LMaste

Come To Wal-Mart For Gifts
Both Terrific and Nice...
Cause Only we've Got Them at
Such a Great Everyday Low Price

Ares
ber

Wal-Mart is having a paper
plate toss on Wednesday, October 13, at 10:30 a.m. The contest will be at the front of the
store. There will be discounts...
prizes on the plate.

Save Up to 6.00
Girls Fun Fur
Bomber Jacket
•Cernei at grey mot
'Reg 24 94-28 94

Savo 2 18
Top Anawah
• 1 Incrws to 14
InChec •LoOn
panda blown
bear and whit*
beat wtth son
nose'Teo color
•Fin Q

Save Up
to 11.88
Ladies
Stadium Coat

'Poplin or corduroy
•Assorted styles
*Sizes S-M-L

Everyday Low Price!

Hot Wheels Loop Chute
Stunt Set
•Track, loop base, decals
and 1 Hot Wheels car
•No batteries needed
.4 Speed power booster
•Loop the loop, pass over
a trap to trip the
parachute .No. 3896

Genera
Seated
•Round h
model•
most car
•No 601

Save 21%

Rag Doll
•I6 Inches tail•yarn

1'
I

hair 'Dresses of poplin
prints •2 Colors
'Reg 4 44

Save 9.47
Mans
Insulated Boot
*Quality leather uppers
•Fully insulated 'Padded collar
.mens Sizes to 12 *Reg. 44.43

Everyd
Boys V
•100% N
polyeste
•Assort
8-1 8

'Contains 14 contemporary country hits including George Jones
Same Old Me", Crystal Gayle Woman in Me Conway
Twiny, "Slow Hand", Emmylou Harris To Daddy Willie
Nelson, "Good Times" Stetter Bros Don t Watt on Me'
Don Williams, "Falling Again". and many more

'Glove leather uppers
*Cushioned insole *Oil resistant
sole 'Req. 24.96

Terrific Savings!
3200 Flash
•Three automatic
exposure settings
•Compact. economical.
and easy to use
•No 0984146

Save 3.

Swivel
Rolode
•Swivels
•500 Car
•No SW2

•••••
•

ii

CZ

I

_
Direct Drive Turntable by Technics
'Automatic disc size selection 'Straight
tubular arm with anti-skating force control
device'No SL-030'Reg 149 86

Cassette Dock by Technics

•Soft touch operation 'Cue & review •Rew,nd
automatic play •Timer start, single touch
recording •No RS-M226.Reg 157 73

Everyday Low Price!
Mens Vest
*Choose from poplin or nylon
'Various styles 'Sizes
S M L & XL

Save
-1-97M

3 Way 50 Watt
Speaker
•3 Way bass reflex
speaker system
•9 Inch woofer 4 inch
rnidranQe 2'// inch tweeter
'No SER 50
'Peg 117 86

Terrific Savings!
Polaroid 620 Amigo Camera
Reg

Orang
18-01
•Gueran

Least expensive camera
for 600 high speed
pictures •Fixed focus '
lens No 604915
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfe,atures
From various sources
come these bits of information of interest to
home owners:
Our recent article
about three photovoltaic
houses in Massachusetts
brought many letters.
One of the most interesting was from
Georgia Power Co.,
which said it had on
display a photovoltaic
house in Roswell, a
suburb of Atlanta, open to
the public for tours six
days a week, after which
it will be placed on sale
this winter. The house
has a computer which
eventually will handle all
the load management
needs of the family, once
it moves in, while providing several home
entertainment options. It
also has a monitoring
system of 76 sensors

which take readings of
humidity, temperature,
sunlight, etc., every 15
minutes to enable researchers to learn more about
how family needs affect
energy consumption. A
photovoltaic house
generates its own electricity when its cells are
hit with sunlight,
although it involves certain complexities not apparent in that simple
statement.

are now constructing
houses from 800 to 1,200
square feet of habitable
area rather than 1,700
square feet or larger
houses. Not only are the
smaller houses less expensive, they cost less to
heat and cool, can be
maintained at a lower
price and have a smaller
tax bill. Featured at the
Professional Builder's
exhibit in Houston in
January 1983, will be
several smaller, more affordable houses. Marsh
Trible, publisher of the
trade magazine, says
smaller housing need not
be drab or monotonous
and "doesn't have to be
stripped of the amenities
and features that most
home buyers want."

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — An outside winResearch Council, show dow sill on our house
that a passive solar struc- needs to be replaced
ture must be planned. because it is in such bad

condition. It's a doublehung window where the
top comes down and the
bottom goes up. I can see
how to get rid of the
moulding or stoll and the

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Builders who are
marketing smaller, less
expensive houses report
brisk sales as contrasted
with the "no frills" experiment of some years
ago, when it was
discovered that most
buyers elected to add to
the cost by choosing all or
Computer studies of
nearly all the options offered. According to Pro- passive solar design,
fessional Builder issued by the Small
magazine, many builders Homes Council-Building

laundry -storage
41 4,4414e4oe
12:8

11Ps
$1111
"Vitir
-BED ROOM
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1110 ROOM .10 .10:11•
12.

apron, but can't figure
out how to remove the sill
and then replace it. I hope
you can help.
A. — The trick is not to
try to remove it in one
piece. Instead, saw it
through close to one
jamb, then do the same
on the other side. The
large piece that remains
In the center can now be
lifted up. The parts still
there can be taken out
with a hammer and chisel
or any other tools that
seem appropriate. If the
pieces become stubborn,
simply chop them apart,
since you won't need
them again. You can then
make or buy a sill
replacement, being sure
you cut it to size or buy
one that you can trim to
fit. It's a fairly simple
matter to hammer the sill
into place, using a piece
of scrap wood as an aid,
but you should seal the
new sill first so it won't
soak in moisture. If
necessary, use a wooden
wedge to make the sill fit
tightly. Once everything
is in place, use thin nails
to keep the sill secure.

Q. — I am looking for
the cheapest and best
way to color some unOD
finished furniture with
stain and varnish. The
furniture will be in a
child's playroom and
LIVING
need not be finished as an
MASTER
ROOM
BED ROOM
expert would do it.
206-. 16_4"
A. — The cheapest way
16:2-, 11:0to gat the result you want
is with a varnish stain
which, as its name implies, is a combination
product that stains and
varnishes
in one operaWhole Hog
3 Lb. Box
0" L 40-0" •
Chewier Pound Pure 14
tion. However, it will not
a. •
4
110
give you the best result,
although it will be
0
passable if you work very
HAI17614
FLOOR PLAN
carefully. The most im0
HERE IS A COMPACT RANCH HOUSE that can serve as portant part is that you do
either a rural retreat or a modest permanent home. It has not overlap the varnish
stain as you apply it. For
1,120 square feet which contain three bedrooms, a living the best result, you must
room and a kitchen-dining room. For more information about apply the stain, a sealer
and the varnish, each
Plan HA1176H write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
Guaranteed Tends(
envelope — to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd‘, ... separately and after the
previous coat is
No Chary* For Carftiag, WrepPini
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.
thoroughly dry. Some
i Fretetzini
wood finishers even apply
a sealer below and over
M
0
the stain.
Complete
Gjqss
Varietiesl
lAll
•Bulbs
0—
Q. — I have heard there
We install Aá$° Glass and
*Cushion Mums
is
such a thing as
Fronts
&
insulated
Store
*Lawn Seeding
finishing a piece of furglass. We fix storm
•Landscape
niture by pounding it with
widows, doors and screens
Planning & Planting
a
metal chain. Is this
table
tops
cat
glass
sad
Moue, 753-1601
'A
true?
And why is it done?
mirrors and windows.
ecePts re"
NOURS;7:00-5:00 Mem -Fri. We SAtomp
VA 107 N. 3rd St.
0
It seems to me you would
We also repair and replace
get a terrible finish that
patio door Ilan.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.
way.
?
7S3-01so or 753-2793
(502)753-1725
407 N. 1 2tio Marra
A. — Yes, it's true. It is
116 Coldwater Rd.
one of several ways of
producing what is called
a "distress" finish. The
objective is to give the
furniture the appearance
of age. It's a rather tricky
process that requires a
Let's talk value.
certain amount of knowhow. Since I see no reason
for pretending furniture
Is your homeowners insurance protection keeping pace with
inflationi Let us show you how the Federal Kemper
is old when it isn't, you
Homeowners insurance policy automatically makes sure
will have to get the inyour coverage stays current with your home's rising value.
structions somewhere
See us for thie valuable feature.
else if you are interested
in the procedure.

•

ORDER YOUR BAKED CC-i)UNTRY HAM FOR
HOMECOMING NOW!

111

I Sausage Patties $537 Ground Beef Pattil201p6

0
0
0
0

0

o
i
225 lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
$1 21

Wholesale & Retail Meat

FaHWI

$•GIBSON HAM CO.IPi for
plantiv
Is

•

ir

ONES LANDSCAPIN

FACTORY AUTHORIZE SALE
KRAFT MAID

Homeowners...

KITCHENS

11111 1111111AI

If MVINU
50%
OFF

4

EXCLUSIVELY DISTOIBUTED BY

30495. BELTLINE
PADUCAH, KY.

All
WILSON'
CUSTOM KITCHENS

MFG. UST
PROFESSIONAL
DESIGN
MEANS MORE
FOR YOUR
MONEY

PHONE
442-8419

Bob Nanney

Insurance Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937

Another reason to
insure with
Federal Kemper

Federal Kemper
Insurance Company

Q. — I am sure you
have answered this question before, but I need a
reply now. How can white
spots be removed from a
table-top?

CRASS FURNITURE
RICE
HALF -'

MATTRESS
SALE
Serta Premium Blank Label Mattress
PON UAWo T1N MOMS MIA MIMIC SUPS'LATIUM

Serta
Be certain
it's Serta

So.

CRASS
FURNITURE
Bawl
3rd

A. — It would have
helped if, you had mentioned what caused the
white spots. First try rubbing with spirits of camphor. If that doesn't
work, try lemon oil, then
vegetable oil. Sometimes,
they will disappear if you
rub them with the ashes
from a cigarette or cigar.,
Powdered rotteastone•
also will worke
sometimes. Ditto
powdered pumice and tr
little oil. With all of these
treatments, there is a
gaibility the finish in'
that area may be dulled;
and will have to be touched up.
Q. — Newspapers and
magazines are always
telling how to patch walls
made of gypsum board or:
similar materials, but
never see anything about
patching the oldfashioned plaster walls.
Don't they know millions„
of homes still have,
plaster walls and they;
often need repairs?:
Several of the walls incur
old house need work, but I
have never made repairs.
to real plaster. I sure•
could use your advice.
A. — You are right'
about those millions of.'
homes. In fact, it shouldbe "many, many"
millions, as attested to by
the huge quantities of patching plaster that are
sold every week. That's.
what you need — patching plaster, sold in
hardware stores, lumber,.
yards, home centers and .
wherever do-it-yourself
materials are available.
It is available under;
many names. Be sure all.
loose and crumbling
plaster has been scraped
or chipped away. Work
very carefully, since you •
do not want to damage
any plaster still in good.'
shape. After that, wet'
down the entire area to be ,
patched. Mix the'
powdery plaster IOWA
enough Water to makeAti'
workable but not so much
that it runs when you apply it. Fill the crack or hole
with the mixture, using a
putty knife or similar
tool. Most mixes shrink'
slightly, when they ,
harden, but some don't„
so read the label on the
container. If it shrinks or
the label does not say flat- .,
ly it will not shrink, apply ;
the patch the tiniest bit ;
above the surrounding I
surface. An alternative is',,
to smooth the patch and ,
see what happens. If it
does shrink, apply a little
more compound and
smooth it out, but be certain the first application '
has dried thoroughly. '
Q. — In our previous
house, there were regular
plug fuses of 15 amperes, ,
with a 30-amp main fuse.,
Once, when I had problerns with the electricity, a store dealer recommended I use a time- ,e
delay fuse to take care of.the extra power when the
washing machine started'
up. In the house we have
just bought, there are-'
cartridge fuses which are
called knifeblade-contact'
t
fuses. How are these different and do they come
in time-delay types?
A. — They can be
bought in time-delay
types. I am puzzled as tot
why you have this kind of
fuse which used to be
available only in large
fuse sizes not usually us-1
ed in houses. Do you have .
more than one of these or
just the one controlling
the entire house? Suggest
you contact your
electric company and get
the answers. Also, it may
be the company sells the,•
time-delay variety if you
find the need for one or
more spares.
(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, Lacquer, stain, bleach,
remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home," which can
be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743.)
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Job offers are in sight.
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a 65-year-old man You should read The
• been released by officials cast, Wendy Peiper, Lawson, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
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What
heart
Hafford
Cooper, Rt. 1,
Davida Waldrop, Betsy
(June 21 to July 22) 1800 as follows:
attack. The first year is the You Need to Know About color Some organism in the pected to obtain space on
EAST
Whitfield and Jon Wuest. Hazel.
most crucial after an attack Heart Attacks. which I'm mouth may cause it to tire private property
Strain exists between you
Fifth Grade
and a family member, but
happy news comes which af- William Dunn, Chris
fects both of you. Celebrate Hale, Kim Hosford, Kim
Moore, 'Kathy Wilson,
this evening.
Lori Roberts, all As, JenLEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4/24 nifer Bruce, Darby
A purchase may have to be Futrell, Kina Hurt, Kim
changed, but you'll find Mann,
something of use for the whole
Ray Roberts, Travis
family. A financial opportuni- Torsak, Michelle Stubty comes.
blefield, all As, Randy
VIRGO
Hansen, Robyn Meador,
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Johnny Mac Phillips,
The good news clearly Robert Orr, Julie - -Pittoutweighs the bail today. man, Michael Ruccio and
•
Forget about a small financial Johnna Calhoon.
•
worry and think more
Sixth Grade
positively about the future.
Beth Boaz, Peggy
LIBRA
Chadwick, Leah Fam11,
(Sept.23to Oct. 22) TLL
-This is no time for resent- brough, Gina Gooch, Cin•
ments. Analyze yourself and dy Kilgore, April Woods,
•
find out what is troubling you. Deanna Farris, Vickie
Evening brings renewed con- Herndon, Kim Lough,
Kelly Manker, Kathy
fidence and insight.
Muser, Lisa Sanders,
SCORPIO
Angela Tracy, Tammy
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Pay no heed to a friend who Angle, Kim Brown, Holly
finds it difficult to accept corn- Cherry, Teresa ,Cunnplirrignts. You're popular a,nd ingham, Gina Harris,
happy social moments come Heidi Reiss, Elene
after dark.
Patrick Orr, Amanda
SAGITTARIUS
,j),
Smart
and Heather
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) , ^ (Pe' Williams.
It's best to keep favorable
NORTH
career developments to
Fifth Grade
yourself, as a jealous friend Michelle Clayton An•
could diminish joy you cer- drea Crick,
Leigh' Ann
tainly deserve.
Furr, Melissa Green,
CAPRICORN
Beth Haley, Angie
(Dec.22toJan. 19) V
Despite some afternoon Haywood, Jennifer
Snags, the day is most Jones,
favorable for career interests. Paul Lamb, Alan
challenges seem to bring out Miller, Angie Miller,
Dawn Sledd, Kristy
the best in you.
Starks, Julie Tucker,
AQUARIUS
Daphne Tuner and Loren
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18) "`""'"
Don't be in such a hurry to Wisehort•
Sixth Grade
make an investment. Shop
around so that you'll receive Charles Archer, Alan
the best return for your Bazzell, Scott Bazzell,
money. Recognition comes.
Shane Black, Lisa
PISCES
Cleaver. Kellye Geurin,
(Feb. 19 to Mar.
20)
'
"agbo6—
, Rhonda Jones, Alison
Small problems shouldn't Leslie,
interfere with relationship David Letterman,
harmony. Don't be ruffled and Stephen Lovett Tammy
you'll have happy times Parker, Jennifer Parrish,
together after dark.
Danielle Rodriguez,
TODAY are Sherri Rule and Shari
YOU BORN
creative and practical, but Steen.
SOUTHWEST
may experiment before settlSixth Grade
ing on a career. Sports, acting
Laura Jones, all As,
and brokerage are some of the
fields in which you'll find the Mac McDonald, all As,
excitement you crave. You Teresa Armstrong,
have management ability, but Stefani Barnett, Adam
must not insist in always hay. Chambers, Jane Ann
big your own way.
Cook, Karen Dale,

First yam'Is most crucial

grir

Honor rolls are announced
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THIS IS A FULL LINE LAYAWAY
(ANYTHING IN OUR STORE)
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•Toys 'Clothing 'Appliances
*Sporting Goods *Cameras
'Footwear *Jewelry

A small deposit will hold ANY Layaway.

HOMECOMING
SALE!
itultinglizun Kau ILO
Traditional Clothing feria/0AM Women
DLideland Oanter
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Simple terms:
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DOWN
10% A WEEK
10%

No Interest Charges.
JAMES W.COURTNEY,0.D
505 Main Street
Murray, Ky.42071
Ph.(502)759-1429

innoarree* the following increase in lace
boars.
By 4ppoisnment:
411411am •6:01pm Monday Ara Friday
*Saturday hours by arrangnient only
Offering General ision Carr Services:
'Ka Eyeglasses
Taatart Leases

LAYAWAY COUPON —
OFF ANY CEILING FAN
PUT IN LAYAWAY
MOW THRU OCT. 11, 1982

20%
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World Series of suds begins in St. Louis tonight
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP — This riverfront city on the
banks of the Mississippi where the Gateway Arch
signals the way West, welcomes the World Series
for the first time in 14 years tonight as the St. Louis
Cardinals face the Milwaukee Brewers.
Baseball could not have come up with a more intriguing matchup to battle for its world championship.
Whitey Herzog's Cardinals are a modern
Gashouse Gang, who won the National League
championship with speed and defense. They stole
200 bases and Herzog thinks they're capable of 75
more than that. And they hit 67 home runs, fewest in
the majors, proving that you don't have to hit the
ball over the wall to win ball games.
Don't try to tell that to the Manager Harvey
Kuenn and his American League champion
Brewers, a team of sluggers that hit 216 homers,
tops in the majors. The Brewers live by the long ball
and, in tribute to their manager, they are called
Harvey's Wallbangers.
So it will be a clash of opposing philosophies.
Right-hander Bob Forsch, who pitched a three-hit
shutout in the opening game of the National League
playoffs against Atlanta, starts for the Cardinals
tonight, while the Brewers counter with lefty Mike
Caldwell, who was battered by California in the
opener of the American League series.
Two of the Wallbangers are ailing and Kuenn said
he would not know until gametime whether outfielders Gorman Thomas and Ben Oglivie could

play. Thomas, who shared the major league home
run championship with 39, has a sore knee, and
Ogilvie, who hit 34 homers, has a bruised rib.
"I won't know if they can play until I get to the
park," said Kuenn. "If they don't, I've got all kinds
of other guys who can."
Marshall Edwards and Mark Brouhard, who both
made important contributions to the playoff victory
over California, are Kuenn's outfield reserves.
The Game Two pitching matchups will be veteran
Don Sutton for the Brewers against rookie John
Stuper for the Cardinals.
When the Series shifts to Milwaukee for Game
Three Friday night, Pete Vuckovich, traded away
in one of Herzog's early remodeling moves, starts
for the Brewers against Joaquin Anduar for St.
Louis.
"The trade was part of the business," deadpanned Vuckovich, an 18-game winner this season.
"Whitey wanted to build a team on speed and I
never really ran that well."
The Cards do, though. They are a first-to-third

Concrete, Pea Gravel,
etc.

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

oriented team, seldom satisfied to advance around
the bases 90 feet at a time. And their defense is just
about flawless with only 124 errors.
"From what I've seen, they're personalized with
Whitey Herzog's stamp on them," said Caldwell,
the Brewers'first game starter. "They have a lot of
similarities to the teams he had in Kansas City.
They don't strike out a lot and they hit the ball up
the middle and in the alleys."
Herzog's Royal teams reached the playoffs three
times but never could get past the New York
Yankees. So this will be his first World Series. He's
looking forward to it.
"I don't know what it's like," he said. -I've never
done it before, But everybody wants to. Now I've
got the chance."
The Brewers' big bats don't frighten the Cardinals, who think their spacious ball park will
equalize Milwaukee's power and that its artificial
surface will benefit St. Louis.
Vuckovich remembered Busch Stadium's roomy
dimensions but didn't think that would trouble the
Brewers.
"These guys can hit them out anywhere," he said.
"The ball doesn't carry well here but if they can hit
them in Milwaukee with the wind blowing in, they
can hit them anywhere."
As for the Cardinals, Kuenn said he really didn't
know much about the NL champs.
"I expect them to run," he said. "They've got
great speed. But we have fellows with great speed,
too. We might surprise some people."
The Brewers are coming off a remarkable week.

After losing three straight games in Baltimore to
fall back into a tie for first place in the AL East,
they captured the division on the final day of the
season by beating the Orioles. Then Milwaukee lost
the first two games of the Americhree straight victories to capture the pennant exactly one week after
they had beaten back the Orioles.
Robin Yount, Milwaukee's shortstop, was asked if
the strain of the hectic week might leave his team
drained with nothing left to give.
"When you look at what you're playing for ... that
you're in the World Series, something very few
players on our team has experienced, well, if you
can't get up for these games, you can't get up for
anything," he said.
Cecil Cooper, hero of the Brewers' pennant clinching victory over California, sees this all-Midwest
World Series as a good thing for baseball.
"It's great to have new blood in the Series," he
said. "It's good for fans to see players they don't get
to see that much."

World
Series
schedule

Teseday's Game
Milwaukee at St. Louis, 11. 30 EDT
Weduseday's Game
Milwaukee at St Louis, n
nidsy'm Game
St Louis at Milwaukee, n
Saturday's Game
St. Louis at Milwaukee
limaday's Gams
St Louis at Milwaukee, it necessary
recede,. October If
Milwaukee at St. Lotus, n), ii
necessary
Wednesday.October 111
Milwaukee at St. Louis, n. rf
necessary

Murray State aired three times

OVC basketball cracks late-night tv market

•

753-3355
DO YOU HAVE YOUR COPY?

MURRAY
CITY DIRECTORY
RESIDENT BOOKS AVAILABLE
FREE AT THESE LOCATIONS:
BANK OF MURRAY

J. H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

PEOPLES BANK, MURRAY, KY

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Some late-show
fans are going to be surprised this winter when
the turn of the television.
Instead of finding Clark
Gable, they will see the
Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Game of the
Week, to be seen live at tract and we have a ver11:30 p.m. EDT, and bal commitment from a
10:30 Central.
fourth," OVC information
The league admits its director Jon Verner said
programs will not be big Monday.
money-makers, but said
Verner identified the
it hopes the series of five stations under contract
Friday night live games as WZTV (Channel 17) in
will increase the con- Nashville, WDRB (Chanference's exposure for nel 41) in Louisville and
recruiting purposes.
WPSD (Channel 6) in
Paducah. He said LexThe conference's Sun- ington station WTVQ
day afternoon telecasts (Channel 36) was verballast season proved to be a ly committed and that
financial disaster. OVC negotiations were procommissioner Jim ceeding with yet another
Delany staged a series of station.
negotiations this year
All of the games will be
with television stations in
Kentucky, Tennessee and played in the Central
West Virginia and found Time Zone, meaning a
that Friday night games 10:30 start for fans attending the games.
sold better.
The schedule is:
"At this point, three
stations are under con- Jan. 7, Morehead State

at Austin Peay; Jan. 14,
Murray State at Tennessee Tech; Jan. 21,
Middle Tennessee at
Murray; Jan. 28,
Morehead at Tennesse

Tech; and Feb. 18, Murray at Middle Tennessee.
Verner said he believes
this is the first time college games have started
so late for live telecasts.
"It will enable people
who like to watch high
school games to also attend the OVC game,"
Verner said.
The hour could relieve
some tension set up when
the OVC switched its
league games to a

Soviets complain
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— The Soviet Union has
again complained to the
International Olympic
Committee's executive
board on the conditions
for the 1984 games in Los
Angeles, according to a
published report.
The committee,
meeting in Lausanne,
Switzerland, on Monday
brought up the issues
with Joel Rubenstein, a

vice president of the Los
Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee,
the Los Angeles Times
reported today.

Friday-Saturday format,
which put the college
games at the same hour
as high school games.
The five games will be
produced by the OVC,
and the league is in the
process of naming its announcers.
Verner said the
presidents of the conference schools had emphasized to Delaney they
wanted to make every attempt to get some games

televised, with less emphasis placed on at:.
tendence.
Morehead Coach '
Wayne Martin said the
value of televised games
could not be overstated.
"When we go into a
home,it's important to be
able to tell a prospect that
some of our games are on
television, or that our
conference has a television package," Martin
said.

about Olympics
enough information
available to foreign
Olympic committees on
training sites and other
facilities.

The letter said the
In a letter written by
athletes would be housed
Sergei Pavlov, chairman
in areas too far from one
of the Soviet Olympic
another.
Committee, the Soviet
Union objected to the
Pavlov asked for a full
amount the athletes will IOC inquiry, but board
be charged for room and member Julian Roosevelt
board, complained that of the United States said
the LAO0C has not made the letter will be filed and

no action will be taken on
it.
The committee did
however question
Rubenstein on the issues
and indicated there may
be problems with the ;45to $55-a-day the LAO0C
plans to charge athletes
for living expenses, the
newspaper said.
Bolivian Olympics
Chairman Jose Zorilla
said he believes the fee is
excessive.
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Bargain anybody?
NFL strike factions draw closer
By The Aasociated Prim
With both sides in the
National Football League
strike apparently in a
mood to bargain and a
mediator about to be
named, the NFL seems
ready to modify its threat
to cancel the season if no
agreement is reached by
the end of October.
As the two chief
negotiators were meeting
Monday at the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service to decide on a
mediator, Commissioner
Pete Rozelle was saying
the league would be flexible in determining when
the strike had cancelled
too many games to allow
the season to continue.
In the past, Rozelle had
said that thirteen was the
minimum number of
games that could be
played to make the
season viable. That would
mean a settlement would
have to be reached in
time for the games of Oct.
31 to be played.
But on Monday, he told
Associated Press that it
would be possible to play
the season with 12 games
or even less. "None of
this is etched in stone, to
borrow a phrase," he
said, referring to a state-

went commonly need by
union president Gene Upshaw about union contract
Me=diale, chief
namegameot negotiator
Jack Donlan and his
union counterpart, Ed
Garvey, were meeting
with Kay McMurray,
chief of the Federal
Mediation and C(3014.0li
tion Service. They emerged to say they hoped for a
quick announcement
naming a mediator to
help end the walkout,
which enters its fourth
week today.
There have been no formal negotiations since
Oct. 2, when talks broke
off after there was no
agreement even on nonmonetary issues, let
alone the union's demand
for a wage scale that is
the major issue in the
strike.
Since then, much of the
verbal sparring has been
over a mediator management has sought
federal mediation; the
union, while finally
agreeing to accept a
mediator, has insisted
that he not be with the
Mediation and Conciliation Service. Last week,
they submitted a list of
nine men they would ac-

cept, but management
summarily rejected it.
On Sunciey, in an hiformal meeting in Rye,
N.Y.,the two aides finally
agreed to ask McMurray
to choose a mediator. And
both said it was time to
get on with negotiations.
The length of the
mama came im last
wealt;itbse Benelle was
"Wad as Wing that 13
game was the minimum
number that could be
played, Each teem has
each missed three and
next weekend's games
are almost sure to be
scrapped. The league has
said it could make up two,
which would mean one
more weekend - Oct. 2425 - could be missed
before 13 is reached.
Last Saturday, Chuck
Sullivan, chairman of the
Management Council's
executive committee,
said "12 or 13 games,
somewhere around that,"
was the minimum.
Roselle echoed that Monday.
"Everyone asks me.
Everyone asks Chuck
Sullivan. Everyone asks
the owners," he said.
"Why don't they ask
Garvey how long a credible season should be."

M-CC Rogues unleash offense,
demolish host Paris, Tenn.,9-1
Four goals by Matt
Harrington plus two from
Gary Galloway paced the
travelling Rogues to a 9-1
soccer victory over the
host Paris, Tenn., squad
Monday night.
The Rogues, an under19 boys squad associated
with the Murray Calloway County Soccer
Association, pummeled
their hosts and improved
to 8-2-1 on the year.
Steve Beyer, Donnie
Grace and Arthur Wulff,

also scored solo goals for
the Murrayans while
Beyer, Harrington and
Tim Dugger each had an
assist.
Defensively for the
Rogues, goalie Mike.
•

• •

Childress played an exceptional game with
backline help from
fullbacks Dugger, Andy
Jobs, Robert Perrin, Darren Gibson and Dave
Weihrouch.
According to Rogues
coach Larry Lewis the
team will be idle for a few
days before beginning intensive workouts leading
up to the Nov. 12-13
weekend when the Kentucky state playoffs are
conducted.

rar. • mew ere, soh

Calloway Oilers remain unbeaten,
Chargers advance to second place
Calloway County's Little League Football
Oilers remained
undefeated following
their 20-0 victory over the
Cardinals Saturday. A 5yard run by Fred Jones
was all the scoring the
Oilers needed to improve
to 3-0 on the year.
However, brother
Pookie Jones added and
extra-point pass to Fred
Jones and he scrambled
57-yards for another Oiler
touchdown. Steve Tidwell
capped the Oiler scoring

with a 3-yard burst.
Patrick Gupton moved
the ball well against the
Oiler defense, connecting
with his favorite targets
Kevin Doyle and Harry
Henderson. But the Oiler
defense gave up no points
to the threatening Cards.
Shay Mitchell and Monty Stalls both had interceptions for the Oilers.
In Saturday's second
game, the Chargers improved to 2-1 with a 6-0
blanking of the Steelers.
Johnny Ahart scored
the only touchdo n of the

game on a 51-yard sprint
in the second quarter.
Outstanding defense
was the order of the day
as Roger Herndon and
Jerry Chadwick
recovered fumbles for the
Steelers while Tim Armstrong aided the winners'
cause by picking off a
Steeler pass.

Zhe

Attend
Racer
Rally!

Olympic Plaza-Murray,Ky.
7534174
*Pipe Racks
*Pipes
*Blended Tobacco
*Lighters
*Gift Items
*Tobacco Pouches
*Imported Cigars

AT R.ACER
ARENA
7.30 P.M.
THURSDAY

By The Associated Press
The state of Pennsylvania has had enough
of Alabama for one
weekend.
The Crimson Tide not
only beat Penn State
Saturday, but also
bumped Pitt out of second
place in the Associated
Press college football
Penn State plunged
from No.3 to No.8 as the
result of its 42-21 defeat
by Bear Bryant's team
Saturday. In the process,
Alabama moved from
No.4 to No.2, knocking
idle Pitt down to third.
The Crimson Tidt
received 13 first-place
votes Monday from the
nationwide panel of
sports writers and broadcasters and' ebilecteid a
total of 1,016 points as the
result of its impressive
victory. Pitt received
nine first-place votes and
a total of 996 points.
The Crimson Tide's
total left them behind the
No.1 Washington
Huskies, who received 31
of the 54 first-place

ballots and 1,046 of a
possible 1,000 points as
the result of their 50-7
triumph over California.
It's the fifth week M a row
Washington has been on
top of the rankings.
Florida State showed
up in this year's polls for
the first time, moving into the No.19 spot after
trouncing Southern Illinois 59-8. Meanwhile,
Clemson, the defending
national champion,
climbed back into the Top
Twenty at No.) after
routing Virginia 48-0 for
its third straight victory.
The Tigers had started
the season with a loss to
Georgia and a tie with
Boston College.
Georgia, which received the other first-place
ballot, moved up one
place to No.4 following a
33-10 triumph over
Mississippi, and was
followed in the rankings
by No. 5 Southern
Methodist, No.6
Nebraska, No.7 Arkansas, No. 8 Penn State,
No.9 Notre Dame and
No.10 Arizona State.

CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
CHECK OUT THE PRICE

Saturday the Cards
meet the Chargers in the
9 a.m. game at Laker
Stadium and the Oilers
play the Steelers in the
10:30 contest.
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lbshibe's new BD-45U
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality. Add
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes.
Call for a free demonstration
in your office today.
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'Boma beats Penn
and bumps Pitt too
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Racer Injuries
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Hard times have fallen
on the Murray State football team this fall.
Besides having lost four
of five garnes this year,
the squad also lost two
more players - possibly
for the remainder of the
season -- because of in-

Running
Jan Merrill
American record hi the
WI Bonne Bell race when
she charged home in
32:03 last year, beating
New Zealand's Allison
Roe.

Track and Field
NEW YORK (AP) - collegiate Track and
James Igoighe and Field Association crossHufame All finished 1-2 to country championships
lead Fairleigh Dickinson at Van Cortland Park.
to the team title with 24 lgoighe, finished 20
points over Iona in the yards ahead of All in 24
MetropolLtan Inter- minutes, 37.1 seconds.

•
•
•

Linebacker Vince
Tucker was sidelined
with a knee injury suffered in Saturday's home
game against University
of Tennessee-Martin and
offensive lineman Jim
Waller is out with a
vertebrae injury
Both players had seen
extensive duty in the first
half of the season

Mos IA
1 Part Nieser Pliensime 113144 111
3. PraiNleanipses
S. Cevinskaa Catholic 6464
t Comma 14 N
ProMill 067-1U
MESA
1 Fort Cam•bell 13I 74 1111
1 Ilsrabou 7461
I 14016.11140

CNN A
1 Paris Ili 44IN
2. Waschiread 6-SU
1 Cinsiorima (11..1 IS
4 Ilenea14111
6 Wird 14ainar1el 44 14

BOSTON (AP)- Anne
Audaine ran the 10kilometer Bonne Bell
race in an unofficial time
of 31:41 minutes, knocking 22 seconds off the
American record.

0
•

MSU Golf
Murray *ate wrapped
up its fall gel season by
placing seventh among 15
Learns in the Memphis
State Intercollegiate
Tournament, FridaySunday.
Missouri won the
overall team competition
with 197 strokes. Murray
State finished with 931.
Jimmy Joseph and
Ronnie Overton both shot
324 for this Racers along
with Steve Conley's 239
Tom Casper's 239 and
Brent Doolittle's 241.
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STASHED CASH
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NOTHING!!!
30 Month
Certificate Earns
11
.10%
ItIffective tiny Oct. 25, 1912*
With a Composed Yield of 11.408,:

Minimum Deposit ;400.00
*Insured by the F.S.L.I.C.
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RACER FOOTBALL
MURRAY STATE
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
SATURDAY OCTOBER 16
7:30 STEWART STADIUM
44.

"Noseommiss"
*Pep Rally Thursday night at 7 in Racer Arena
*Homecoming Parade Saturday morning at 9:30
*Crowning of Homecoming Queen Saturday afternoon at 1:45
Game tickets on sale daily ($7 adults and $6 children)
_
.,-frt Call(502)762-6800 for more information

#(Sebsteatiel lowest Penalty fer Early Withdrawal)

Securitylederal
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308idiom Blvd.

759-1234
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By Abigail Van

DEAR ABBY: I've been dating a very attractive fellow
for • couple of nsontha, but soassAlinwis wrong. I feel A
certain "distance" between us.. When we kiss, nothing
happens. (For him.) He seems to be going through the
motions, but he doesn't react like he's feeling anything.
I have a genuine interest in him, kkut this lack of re
action on his part bothers me. When I asked him about it,
he said he was getting over a broken heart and couldn't
really get "close" now.
-0K, I accepted that and didn't get my hopes up. But I
have another theory. I think he is a "closet gay" who is
trying to go straight but is having difficulty. I don't want
to date him anymore but don't know how to break it off
without lying to him.
Should I tell him about my suspicions and give him a
chance to tell me the truth? Of course, I could be wrong,
but I strongly suspect I'm right.
JANE(NOT MY REAL NAME)

Buren

Hungry Band Members
Offend Hosts' Ears
DEAR ABBY My husband and I hired a six-piece band
for our daughter's wedding reception, Naturally we expected to offer refreshments to the band, but we didn't
plan on feeding their wives, girlfriends and teen-aged
children. (I counted 15 extra!)
We had a very expensive catered affair for which we
were charged by the head. When we saw all these extra
people heading for the buffet table, we asked them to
please leave as we had ordered only enough food and
liquor for the invited guests. One of the band members got
upset and left!
A spokesman for the band informed me later that the
musicians always take their wives, girlfriends and kids
along, and we should have ordered extra refreshments for
them! Was he kidding? Or is an apology in order on our
part?
TORQUED IN TORONTO

DEAR JANE: If you don't want to see him anymore, tell him so, but don't tell him of your
"theory." To suggest that he is gay - even if you
are correct - would be presumptuous and prying.
DEAR ABBY: I don't know where to turn. My daughter
just turned 11, and she tells the most outlandish lies for
no reason at all. She told her teacher at school that I hit
her on the head with a lead pipe, which is absolutely
untruet
don't even have a lead pipe!) She tells the
neighbors that she is hungry because there is never
enough food in the house. Not true! There is always plenty
of food here, and she eats well. These are only a few of the
lies this child has told that I have heard about. Lord only
knows what other lies she's told!
Please tell me what to do. Punishing her doesn't seem to
help. She is not a stupid child, and she knows wrong from
right.
END OF MY ROPE

DEAR TORQUED: According to a spokesperson
for Musicians Union Local 47 in Los Angeles, unless
the contract specified that their families should be
fed as part of the agreement, the band members had
no right to bring their wives, girlfriends and children. In fact, the host and hostess were under no
obligation to feed the band members unless it was
agreed in the contract.

DEAR END: Your child's lying is a bid for attention. It could also be symptomatic of a deeper emotional problem. She needs to see a specialist who
counsels children. If there is such counseling at her
school, please take advantage of it. If not, talk to
your pediatrician. The child needs help.

Observations

By lochie Hort

Golden wedding
observed by prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Swyers, West Palm
Beach, Fla. and formerly
residents of Murray
where he was a member
of the music faculty of
Murray State, observed
their golden wedding anniversary July 27, by a
prayer of thanksgiving.
Copies of it written in
engraved gold were mailed to friends. The prayer
is quoted:
'We are grateful to
God for giving us parents
who gave us strong Christain backgrounds. We are
thankful that fifty years
ago He, through his infinite wisdom, permitted
the union of Virginia
Queen and Howard
Swyers.
-We thank him for the
sharing of our love
through the birth of our
two precious children:
Donna Jeanne' in 1934,
and Jerry Scott in 1943.
We thank Him for blessing us further when Steve
and Andrea became part
of our family and through

them brought us four
blessed grandchildren:
Stephen Mark and Cyndi
Aliapoulios. Jeffrey Scott
and Matthew Howard
Swyers, who have
brought so much joy to
our lives.
"We are grateful for
the health and many
years of happiness we
have shared as a family.
We are grateful that
through the years the
love and friendship we
have shared with you has
given us a myriad of

2. Notice
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ACROSS
1 Outer
garment
5 Opening
8 Courageous
person
12 Sacred
Image
13 Fuss
14 Hebrew
month
15 Long noses
17 Mock
19 Nickname
for Theresa
20 Cowbqy _
competition
21 dram use of
23 Splendid
24 Body of
water

26 Weird
28 Secret agent
31 Conjunction
32 Pro
33 Faroe
whirlwind
34 Sweet potato
36 Stitcher
38 - a girl!
39 Sandarac
tree
41 Mend with
cotton
43 Important
City in
. Vietnam
45 Rosters
48 Medicinal
herb
50 Retreat
51 Walk

unsteadily
52 Mature
54 Paradise
55 Cushions
56 Decay
57 Sow
DOWN
1 Ancient
Roman box
2 Skin problem
3 Inadequately
4 Habituate
5 Fuel
6 Paid notice
7 Seed container
1 2 3 4

crew
8 Long-legged
36 Levantine
bird
ketch
9 Fails to pro37 Breathing
flounce
sound
10 Impolite
11 Bread spread 38 Interior
16 English river 40 Vexes
18 Lake Indian 42 Ceremonies
43 Heavenly
22 Put off
instrument
23 Dismissed
44 Region
24 Lad
46 Maple
25 Macaw
47 Dispatch
27 Ouarrei
49 Swiss river
29 Vessel
30 Affirmative 50 Soak
53 Proceed
35 Provided
5 6 7
8 9 10 11

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
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CHUCK I JUST
SAW SNOOPY'S BROTHER
60IN6 PAST OUR HOUSE..
I THOUGHT HE WAS
LIVING wiTH YOU...

I 60E55 IT PiDN'T
WORK OUT...REMEMBER
WHAT MY AUNT MARIAN
USED TO SAY?

YOu CAN CHOOSE YOUR
FRIENDS, BUT YOU CAN'T
CHOOSE YOUR RELATIVES

much quirkey stage
business that he always
looks like a man in the
throes of a nervous
breakdown. O'Toole's
forte may indeed be comedy instead of the serious
roles he usually gets; in
comedy all of that quirky
purple acting works to his
advantage.
My Favorite Year is an
unusually well-written
comedy. In one brilliant
episode, a young Jewish
comedy writer, whose job
it is to keep O'Toole sober
long enough to perform
his guest shot, invites the
film star to his Brooklyn
home for dinner. There
O'Toole meets the
writer's fat flirtatious
Jewish mother (played
wonderfully by,of all people Lainie Kazan), who
chatters, bats her eyes,
and every now and again

ITS TOO BAD..WITH MY
INFLUENCE, I COULD
HAVE 60T Him A 6002
JOB IN THE INFANTRY...

1012 UMW F•abo,$yndic." Inc.

DOES ANYBODY
KNOW THE MEANING
OF THE WORD,
REPETITION?

NO,
MA'AM

NO,
MA'AM

NO,
MA'AM

THAT WILL
MAKE THINGS
A LOT
NEATER

Ei3L AC KTOPPINIG
THE STREET

Olympic Plaza
1116. 9-9 Daly
1-6 Sunday

by
tart!' forreater
In My Favorite Year,
Peter O'Toole, playing
the kind of decadent
wreck he does so well;'
tells the story of a dying
British actor who, when
asked how he was feeling,
replied, "Dying is easy.
Comedy is hard."
But not when you've got
good writers and Peter
O'Toole. At any rate, they
make it look easy.
O'Tooled plays a boozing, womanizing film star
who hopes to pay off his
I.R.S. debt by appearing
as a guest on a T.V. comedy show. Whatever you
may think of O'Toole acting - and he's always
had a tendency to alternately overact and
underact - he is at least
an arresting figure to
watch. He has so many
kinks, so many odd mannerisms, and performs so

appointed
to try cases

10-12

ARE

YOUR PISH CAKES
PC)DULAR ?

QtZEPUNDS

,
1 45 TAWY
SLEPT..THE
GATHERERS
CAME."

Nave 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

'

glances down at her
marvelously swelling
bosom, hoping that
O'Toole's eyes will
follow. The writer's
senile aunt arrives for the
occasion in her turn-ofthe-centurys wedding
dress, and then competes
with the mother for
O'Toole's attention. The
uncle wants to know
about O'Toole's latest
paternity suit.'Meanwhile
the young Jewish writer
is thoroughly abashed.
Thoughout it all, O'Toole
is gracious and
gentlemanly, qualitiles
that deepen his comic
character and thus
enhance the comedy of
his later routines.
The movie has more.
The actibn takes place in
an interesting setting:
behind the scenes in the
fledgling TV industry in
1954; the movie has
enough seriousness and
pathos to elevate it above
the merely frivolous; and
its subplots and minor
characters - a dash of a
love story, a funny mafia
hood, and a TV show top
banana who is more than
a stereotype - give My
Favorite Year enough
variety to keep the main
plot from growing stale.
I think it's the best
comedy of the year.
Rated PG. Nothing
very offensive: a few
swear words, a decorous
bedroom scene, an oldfashioned fistfight. You
can take your kids to see
this one. There's enough
movement to keep them
happy, and there's
enough wit and depth to
keep you interested.

Circuit judges

•

3. Card of Thanks

Large suluction 14kt.
GOLD EARRINGS
Reg $1900
NOW
1786

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

For Watkins products
see Holman Jones 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.
•

REditirR
NOW
Free *Irwin at

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
Olympic Plaza

Values up
to $300
DRAWING UNTIL
OCT. 9, 1982
HRS.9-9 Doily

Twin

Radar.
250hp
loaded
tions.

engine,
with

op-

Includes

radard, low hours
engine

hour

meter.

Call

CARD Of
MAKS
Fronk mtd Ida Jo
Walker wish to express their deep appreciation for the help
they received whet,
their hoes. berried.
Fronk 8. Ido Jo Welker

6. Help Wanted
College graduate-Multi
Billion Dollar Company
expanding its sales
force in Murray. Excellent career opportunity.
All fringe benefits. Nct
travel. For confidentiih'
interview call Garon
Allen 759-9480. Monday*:
12 noon-5p.m. Tuesday8a.m.-5p.m.
Hard working aggressive take charge type
individual to run established debit agency,
in the Murray to Eddyville area. We offer,
great compensation
training program and
Fringe benefits. Please
call Paducah between
8a.m.-4:30p.m. for appointment and interview, 4A4-6967 E.O.E.

9. Situation Wanted

1979 Chris
Craft

on

golden memories.
Virginia and Howard
Swyers. No gifts please."
The Swyers family Is
one of musicians. They
all sing, play instruments, live in the
same community and
often get together in a
music festival. Their sonson is a physician and has
his own clinic. Their scar
in-law practices dentistry
in his own clinic.
I have been blessed to
have the Swyers as close
friends.

901-584-

8221 day, or 901584-7842 night.

Free admission-Mini
Gospel Singing Convention Sat., Oct. 16
beginning at 7p.m. 4
quartets from the West
Kentucky Gospel Music
Assoc., hosted by the
ter.ColdwaProphets from
Featuring the
Neighbors from Benton,
The Watchmen from
Mayfield, and The New
Creations from
Metropolis. Held at
Cherry Corner 5 1/7
miles south of Murray,
just off Hwy 121S, next
to Hicks Cemetery.
Plenty of parking. Records and refreshments
available. Only 225
chairs available, please
bring Your folding
chair. Watch for signs
on Hwy 121, 5 miles
south of Murray. For
further information call
759-4600.

DANVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Circuit Judges C.R.
Passports, ID's,
Luker and Robert Helton
Resumes Block 8.
have been appointed to
White for public°
try cases in Pulaski and
Rockcastle counties until
tion
•
a replacement is named
CARTER STUDIO
•
for Circuit Judge Phillip
753 5298
300 Main
Wicker, who resigned
HAYRIDES
over the weekend.
Hayride, weiner roast
Wicker resigned as cirHickory Lane Stables.
cuit judge in the 28th
759 4588 or 753-7637.
Judicial District to enter
private law practice.
RUST SELL
Luker, who will act as '73
Squareback
chief judge, and Helton
VW 4 in the floor.
will handle the extra
duties in addition to their
Best
offer
Call
own case load in Knox
753-3282.
and Laurel counties. •
Wicker's resignation is
effective Tuesday.
The appointments were
made by Boyle Circuit
Judge Henry Pennington,
who is chief regional
judge for the Southeast
Regional of Judicial Circuits.
Wicker's replacement
will be appointed by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. from a
list of nominees
presented by a special
nominating conunittee.

Lady needs work taking
cap of .41t.cl&r,4pooled
men, wonian or day
wc11-k. Call 435-4394.
Will do house or office
cleaning, we do windows, reasonable rates
and references. Call
437-4712.
Will do house cleaning. ,
References offered. 436-.
2292.
•
Will stay with elderly
lady in her home, doinc•
cooking and ligtithousework. Call 436'S
5885,

10. Business Opportunity
Wanted: Steel Building.
Dealer by International..
Manufacturer. Excel-'•
lent opportunity for
company expansion high profit margin. Cali,
WedgeCor factory for
available areas. 1-900-525-9240.
.•

11. Instruction
Private pilot grouncf.:
school beginning Octr..
18, 1982 at Mayfield-'
Airport. Class will meet'.
on Monday and Thurs.::
day evening 7:00p.m.:.
until 10:00p.m. in six.:
sessions. Call 502-247..
6866 for registration.*,
information.

15. Articles for Sale
Al condition Electrolux:
vacuum cleaner witn.:
power nozzle and all:.
attachments will seit-:
cheap with 1 yr:.
guarantee. Call 753-4801:
between 9:30-5 p.m.
Ashley wood stove for
sale, new with jacket,.:
753-2987.
For sale: Sears color tv,.:
8 years old. Good con-:.
dition $175. Caff before,:
2p.m., 753-5543.
For sale: beautifur.•
knotty pine cedar chest.
..
$65. Call 753-4178.
Ladies full length*:
leather coat size 7, S64::
deep brown in color,:.
Ladies short fake fut..:
jacket size 9, tan in::
color $25. Like new..•.
492-8130.
REPOSSED SIGN! No-::
thing down! Take over.!
payments $58.50:.
monthly. 4.x8'flashin:
arrow sign. New butbs.:.:
letters. Hale Signs..:.
1-800-227-1617, Ext. 667.
•

You Won't Believe
The Bargains You,•,,
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times

a
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**ticks*Sale
Alorlif% Arrol 336 C 35
Clifetree rifle, Weaver
K2.5 scope, quick adjust
sling, mint condition.
762-1491 before 4:00.
489-2317 after 4:00.
Wurlitzer Spinet Plea°,
excellent condition, oak
finish, three years old,
S050, also Boss wood
ateve with exchange
and a fan, used three
seasons $375 489 2823
after 3p.m

22. meow

AliKollossui

SALE

PIANOS & ORGANS

•PIAINIS•
New Como*& bench
by LOWREY
Rep. $1,795(1 only)

NOW $1,288
Nem SpinetI bench
walreA finish (only I)
by MA/GALL

17. Vacusrn Cleaners

NOW $1,088

ELECTROLUX
Your home is the best !BALDWIN "Th• bow mons,
con buy- (oniy 1), compare
place to see why we're at $2,2S-0
better. Free pickup and
NOW $1,688
delivery. We repair all
makes of vacuum OUR TOTAL INVENTORY
cleaners. Bill Farris 118 'REDUCED WE TAKE Au,
REASONABLE OFFERSI
• Riviera Ct. 753-3639.
:45itty Sales & Service.
.Call for free home
' demonstration. No ob.
HAMMOND "used144ation. We repair all
3 to choose from
.makes. Free inspection.
No labor charges on any $788 to $2,988
cleaners. Full line of
wuRUTZER "usedparts in new and used
3 to choose from
vacuums of all makes.
688 to $1,188
Curt Square Murray.
C)II Dale at 759-4801.--BALDViriN "used3 to choose from

•0116MIS•

lt Sewing Machines

FOr sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sOwing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZag
eathI fashion discs. All
other attachments inclPtied. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

$288 to $795
MANY MORE
We service what we sell'

CONRAD,S
Pianos Si Organs

19. Farm Equipment
4000 Ford plows, disc,
cultivators
753-6520
after 5p.m.
766 I H Diesel Tractor
with TA also diesel plow
and disc. 489-2425.
Tobacco Strippers,
Gore Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $795
Electric model $875.
Call Jerry Atkins, 753
8407.

22. Musical

eft

tuerminating
•-1

3t.News*Reel

For saie: firewood oak
and hickory I* a rick.
with discount for more
than 2 ricks 753 75E5
after 5p.m.

Firewood, delivered
and stacked. $30 • rick.
Call 753-9101.
King, automatic wood
heater. deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
King size mattress,
springs, baby bed,
microwave oven, chest.
clothing, color tv, misc.
753-5292 evenitigs.
OREGON SAW chains, I.Pets-Supplies
/
3
4
" pitch for 16" bar,
12 week olo Beagle
$7.99; 20", $11.99. Wallin pups 753 6491
before
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
21)
Stove boards heavy AKC
German Shepherd
lined 32in x 421n $12.99,
Puppies 60 champions,
36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen
also guard dogs and
Hardware Paris Tenn
Registered Eskimo
Topper for pickup Spitz. 502-554-2153.
truck. Call 435-4258
AKC Registered
after 5 PM.
Doberman puppies. 759Wood for sale. De- 4588 or 753-7637.
livered anytime. 47/
AKC Registered
2274.
Chinese Pug puppies.
Woad stove with ther
75.3.74311
mostat and fan. New
For sale: English Setter
1450, sell $250.4.-2361.
puppies
Winning
bloodlines, 8 weeks old
27 Mobile Home Saks
437-4254.
1974 12x70 Mobile
Home, 3 bedroom, 11
/
2
MUST SELL
bath, central heat and
yr. old male
1
air, furnished. Located
at E-14 Fox Meadows.
with
Dachshend
Days- 753-3643, Nights
papers. Call 753753-6848.

•

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

24. Miscellaneous
Custom firewood all
hardwood $25 per rick
delivered. Call anytime
354-8590.
Fiber glass topper for
long bed import pickup, also 1967 Chevy
excellent condition
needs engine, may consider riding mower in
trade. 498-8305.

E200.

21. Mobile Home Rentals
A 2 bedroom, newly
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. 753-5209
Near Murray 2 bed room, furnished with
house furniture. Real
nice throughout
759
1305.

29. Heating-Cooling

Mono 753-3914

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marant-z,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
For sale: 2 year old
home stereo system
excellent condition.
Yamaha CR420 receiver, semi-auto turntable, Genesis 1 plus
speakers $395. 753-7217
after tp.m.

Three bedroom near
Kenlake Resort. car
Dated. water turntsnws.
baseboard heat, wood
heater. $195 Call £42
$647
Three bedroom 2 baths.
carpeteci, appliances,
central air
Walk to
PASU. $350 a month
753-306.
Two bedroom brick
home fun basement. I
!Nock from hOSOffii: and
middle school $225 Call
753-89103
Two bedroom partially
furnished house for
reef $195 month plus
deposit 753-6679

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.

X. Business Rentals
Mini
Wareham*
Stomps Specs
for Root
753-4758

It Produce

www
Centenial sweet
potatoes for sale. /
1
2
mile off Highway 94 at
Pilot Oak. Charles
Singleton, 376-5155.

41. Public Sale

I

YARD
SALE

Hwy 94 across
from Von Cleave
Rd. 8 a.m.-???
Tees, Wed.
Clothes, misc.
Awssinmsweemeareb

43. Real Estate

K E
0 4_
N E
H E 41"1"
WNAtnit'Or
and save! 6800 BTU,'
Porto. & Roma.
$119.99; 9000 BTU,
losorsocs &
On Pioneer, Sony,
5149.99, 9300 BTU
Real Estate
Sanyo, Majestic,
$179.99; 9300 BTU with 32. Apts. For Rent
Seetiside Court Sq.
fan, $212.99; 11,500
Marmon car storms.
BTU, $179.99; 19,500 A sound investment that
Murray, Keittecky
World of Sound
BTU, $219.99. Wallin will pay for itself.
'port monk,. 27 roan•Wises
753-4411
Modern brick duplex-4
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
753-5865
rooms, bath, modern
Firewood for sale. Call kitchen with applian489-2615.
ces, central gas heat
1 Strout
and central air. Good
Realty
location. Price reduced
to $49,600. KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222.
Office GOO te COW
One
bedroom apart
Smuts from Everywhere
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1982
ment for rent. Fur
Itslehle Service Seco 1101
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
nished. 753-8730, after 5
J912 Coldwater Reed
p.m. 753-6965.
PHIL ARCHER AND
Merrily, Reetecky 42071
One
bedroom
furnished
(502)753-0116
JOE FRAZIER, OWNERS
off street parking,
Anytime
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
private entrance, no
100 L. RONSON
pets, inquire at 503 N.
SALE LOCATION: From Mayfierd, Ky. Hwy 121 South,
ink«
6th or call 753-3001 after
Take Hwy.97 3.5 Miles To The Archer Headquarters!!
UmandI twin
5p.m.
Mr. Phil Archer and Mr. Joe Frazier both being Graves
Small nealty furnished 1
Co., Kentucky Farmers are discontinuing their farming
Lakefront wooded area
bedroom apartment
operations and are combining their machinery tor a
on Kentucky Lake.
Inquire 100 S. 13th.
compete liquidation All of their equipment is right off
"Calloway -County".
the farm and real nice There will also be a few pieces
Two bedroom apt $1013 Write or call I.C. Botof equipment from some local farmers added to the
per month, water, sko, 7319 White
Oak
sale. so this will be an auction you wont want to miss!
stove, refrigerator fur- Ave. Hammond, In
Mark your calendar now and make plans to be with us
nished. Phone 753-7874. 4 6 3 2
. Code:
Saturday, October 16th, at 1000 Am. REGARDLESS
Lynn Grove Ky.
19-845-3321.
OF WEATHER for an action packed snappy auction
Unfurnished 2 room
under the rhythm of "THE SELLING MACHINE".
apartment for 1 person.
• JAMES R. CASH AUCTION STYLE"
Private entrance,
SEE YOU THERE!!
utilities furnished. 2
tHG 1086, GSA, TA, 517 Hrs., 18.4z38 Duals, Triple
blocks from MSU. 753Hyd, Du. Shaft, "Extra Sharp" • IHC 544 Dsl , Wide
8558 and deposit
F root, Du., Hyd , "Real Clean".
required
INC 1440 Axle Flo Combine,4 Wheel Dr.,853 Hrs.,
34. Housesfor Rent
"A Definite Cream Puff."
Owner transferred
J D. 216 Platform, "Like New • INC 863 Corn Head.
A nice quiet 2 bedroom,
and leaving this
Sharp"
2 bath furnished house
"Apple Pie" order
INC 475-196" Hyd. Fold Disc,"Like New" • Bushhog
with washer and dryer.
ofless
6 Row Danish Tine Cultivator, "Like New" • Lely Rot$200 per month plus
era, 156", -Nice" • IHC 500-8 Row Monter, WHermaintenance on
deposit, 753 9213.
bic-ide and End Transport, "Nice- • INC 5x16" Semi
this attractive two
Christian family desires
Plow, "Good- 03 Pt. 5' Rotary Cutter • Gravity-Flo
to rent a 3 bedroom
story, 4 bedroom
Grain Wagon • Krause 12' Wheel Disc • Graham 11
home in Murray or out
Tine 3 Pt Chisel Plow • Hahn 300 Gal Saddle Tanks
home with
Mayfield
Road
in a
w(Purnp and Controls • Mayratti 446" Transport
gracious
space for
reasonable price range.
Grain Auger • Jet Flo 57'8" Transport Grain Auger.
the large family.
753-7262
PHIL ARCHER. OWNER
Located on a niceFour miles west of
LATE EVENINGS (502) 247-8733
Murray 3 bedroom, no
ly landscaped corCase 1070 Pr. Shift WG8A, Du. Hyd, 18.4x38 Duals,
pets. $225 per month,
ner lot. Has an
"Nice" • J.D. 2840 *Du. Hyd., 1058 Hrs., W.J.D. 148
deposit required. 753assumable morLoader,"Uke New • Gleaner F Dsl.Combine w/C&A
4406,435-4119.
and FL-430-A Corn Heed. "Good- • New Holland
tgage. Reduced to
bedroom un451-T Mower, -Like New • Heston 5800 Round
$82,500.
KOPfurnished
for
house
Baler, "Nice" • Neckover 16' Stock Trailer. "Nice"•
couple or single $65. per
PERUD REALTY
200 Gal 3Pi. Spray Rig wPump,"Nice" eVVhile 378-4
month plus deposit no
Row Danish Tine Cultivator, "Like New" • Poly 1000
-753-1222.
pets. Call 489-2267
Gal. Tank,"Nice" • AC 600-4 Row "No-Till"Pianter,
"Good" • AC.5x16" Semi-Plow,"Nice" • New Holland 268 Twine Baler • New Holland Hay Rake •
A.G. 16' Hyd. Fold Disc wIA&W Harrow • JO. 16x7
Wheat Drill • J D 8' 3 Pt. Blade • 3 Pt Hay Fork •
Port. Hay Rack • Round Bale Feeders • Hog Feedefs • Several Gates • Transport 526- Grain Auger.

INFLATION
PRICES

.

FARM AUCTION

04

JOE FRAZIER, OWNER
LATE EVENINGS(502) 376-2742
ALSO SELUNCial
INC 1086,GSA. TA. Du Hyd , 960 kirs . "Nice" •
$26. TA. la00 Hrs "Nice "
•
BERT JOHNSON, OWNER
TOWS: Strictly Ceti, Cashier's Check or Approved Check, No EXCEFTIONS8 BANK LErTmes
Poi A lauet GUARANTEEING PAYMENT OF
CHECKS Frain All Unknown Swann

JAMES R. CASH

HITCHING POST
GIFT SHOP
&worn, Kentucky

ANNUAL SALE

30%

Storewido discount

STORE HOURS: 10-5 Wookdays
12-5 Sunday. Closed Monday.

474-2266

44.LalatetSib

AP. Used Cart

Choice Ave acre wcolo
near lake. Stock 140
read. geed bwildine
sites. electricity arid
phone available
Moderately priced
g
Owner financing
percent
Kee Shores
Estates. 753 7531

1971 MG8 excellent
condition $AW
Cali
Johnaf K Mort. 347 0077
ark? 3717
1971 Cadillac Sedon
DeVille, fell power
AMF M. stores. CS. now
tires and bottery. ci
cenent condition. Con
753-9067
1971 Honda Citric. Rand°

30311D

51.Ssrvicotallwel
$41101044:11 MOON wor%
WI Women *WWI* In
Tamen Call 7131341 Or
3166-4061, Earl loran
S ollo's Homo in
proventent
17 rears
building experi•nce.
r errioper ins. Notions.
concrete wort. nowt.
general home main
Waco Call 133 01111
G uild and Repair
tobacco barns Frei
estimate Call 435 kW
CARPET CLEANING.
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
vitira Steam or Quick
D ry Cleaning
UphOfStery Cleaning)
Lee's Center Cirienutip
)53 *27
Campbell's Tree So.
vice
Topping, trim
ming, removing
Full
insurance
Call I 517
0918
vall...1111111111111.1fr

SI 5,001011mM
assail he TAW is
yews espossiums_
mesh gessimosod.
Illbsrese. 4011-15110
or 3414401.

INF
rimislar
end•meld *wee auma..or or
Ileeideolfol. lose.

For sale 1 /
1
2 acre and
wasseesue. Cid ONO
well, meek. and elec
Connor hen were Mow
Wind. 714-171$ et
economically alien
triclty, near Almo S1080
firm 1 442 4761
manor Irvine iWies an
7534076.
1900 mon* Cori*. good
nen none garage ad
Here's the small tract of condition
Honda 110
Onion ano l.t con.
land you have always 4071154 or ingael
Wt eV in%at
Meet( 1111
wanted 33 acres with 22 1980 Toronado, low
ino and droning plans
lendable make the in
mileage, excellent
owvics avant/IN
Cell Painting P agovNiagiag
come yours by calling condition, fully equip
hst e01
COMMOrC1•1
KOPPERUD REALTY pod, 19,191. 753-'567
leildeettal Inferior
753-1233
1102 Dation 2002 753
t eteri•r Parm
Take your choice of 023.
e vildines
IS veers
excellent building lots Relocating. trans
Tr•men
or buy entire subdivi 0Ortation will be pro
Farris 70 WV
von and complete de
vided
Must sell 1902
Somfrir Treason Perwi
veloprnent. City water Ford Elm 1500 miles,
ing Contractor
I
is available and single flip fop sunroof. ac,
Per WENN interior an.
lots begin at $4,500
dark blue Call 753 7138
ester ier 'Morino Pro.
Oakwood Terrace Sub- during day, 753 6169
estinsaie Carl /13 Mao
R.0011SANDING
division is lint outside atter ap.m
or 713047
of the city for easy
iite MUM
WELL DRILLING and
51. Used TrKks
shopping convenience
repel: Campbell WIPil
28 years egotlento.
For detailed informa
by
in
biown
InSulation
1965 Ford pick .up, 6
Drilling McKenzie TN
tion call Spann Realty
Seers TVA approved
Stoksed flows eta
cylinder, straight shift
Irritgetion residential
Assoc. 753.772/
on
high
Save
those
753.7301. 12-5p.m.
modality.
and commercial 101
he•log and cooling
1977 Dodge one ton Van,
8008A111
0113
/
4. Call Sean 733 mo 31171111111110111111MININIP
319 engine, automatic,
M.Homesfor Sale
for free estimate
FM* CO
air-condition, radio.
At last, a home of your power steering, heavy
K & K STUMP REMO
354•6117
SINVICI
own under $20,000
VAL
Do you need
duty package. CB an
Within walking distance terms, hitch, roof
Slumps removed from
TIIICAL AND
vent.
FREE ESTiMX,'ES On your yard or land
to downtown. hospital, Call 753-8477.
PLNMIING
All Electrical. Plumb cleared of stumps' We
etc. Neat two bedroom,
ing, Painting, and Well can rIPICIOVe stumps up
one bath home with 1979 Dodge 4 Wheel
REPAIRS AND
Pump Needs. Licensed. to 24 Mc he briber nre
electric heat. Large Drive Adventurer Pro
WILL PIMPS.
ground, leaving only
upstairs storage room vector. 42.000 miles, Call 753.0002 or 753 9673
with outside entrance. AC, new tires. AM FM 8 Fence sales at Sears sawdust and chips Cali
Track Stereo. PB. PS
for free estimates Bob A
could be made into
$5,500. Call 753 6986 now Call Sears 753 2310 Kemp
efficiency apartment.
435 4343 or Sob
for free estimate for
Well landscaped lot after 5:30.
Kemp Jr 435 4319
your needs
N.L. PON
with large trees Owner
GENERAL HOME
Sl. Campers
selling for health re.
REPAIR 15 years ex
435-4152
asons. KOPPERUD 21ft. Camper with air perience
Carpentry,
condition, self
REALTY -753-1222.
fIEINE11.1111111.
concrete, plumbing.
WET BASEMENT' We
2 bedroom 2 /
roofing, sliding
1
2 acres, 7 contained. 753 7304
NO
make wet basements
miles 200 East. 436-2802.
JOB TO SMALL Free
St Boats-Motors
work completely
dry
estimates
Days 474
Move into the country
guaranteed
Call or
and live in this older let. Bass boat 70hp 2359, nights 474 2276
write Morgan Con
Has Gutter Repair
well-built home. 3 be. Mercury motor
will
struction
Co
itte 7 Sol
drooms, dining room, trolling motor and repair and clean out Lake Refrigeration Air 409
A. Paducah Kr
and basement are just depth finder, 2 gas gutters cheap
Call conditioners, small ap MCI,or can 1 an 70241
Finances repaired
474
some extras this tanks $1600. 435-4400.
)53 7192
Will do plumbing and
SIll
aluminum sided 1 'Complete Bass Rig, 1981 Guttering by Sears
roofing, heeling re
story home offers. Ranger 350, like new 150 Sears continuous gut
Licensed electrician for
pairs. painting
Call
House has central gas hp motor and Ranger ten installed
for your residential and corn
7132211
heat and sits on large lot trailer, graph, 2 depth specifications
mercial
Heating
and
Call
Will sharpen hand Saws.
with garden space, fruit finders. Must sell. Call Sears
753 2310 for free aircondition, gas in
CIrcUldr sant, and
trees and mobile home 354-8622 after 5:30 p m
Venation and repair
estimate.
c aiftjaWS 711_1&1&__
hook-up. Located just 5 or 354-6568.
Phone 753 7703
minutes from town on
Need work on your
major highway. Very St Services Offered
WI deem carpets, freest Topping, prun
good condition and APPLIANCt
ing, shaping, complete
whitlows, aim Ana
priced right! $36,000 SERVICE
Kenmore,
removal and more Cal!
with more tendable land Westinghouse, awl wax hard wood
B OVER'S TREE
Sotisfoctloa
floors.
available. Call Spann Whirlpool
20 years
SERVICE for Pro
Realty Assoc 753-7724
goarowtood.
No poI too tarp or 115
experience. Parts and
fessional tree care
ONE YOU DREAM service. Bobby Hopper
soul At year plow
7534536 or 1530320
753-3317
ABOUT: 3 bedroom Bob's Appliance Ser
‘111111.1.1111.1.111101 or ours. lloks es slim
brick, 11
/
2 brick, quality vice 202 S. 5th St
kr kb 1973 Youlle
construction on 21 acres 7 5 3
4
7 2 , Chimney Sweeps. Call
now to.r.- ran ap
of .good teaciablel. land. 733-11118khorne)
Troll blIss, 171. duo•
with substantial road Aluminum and Vinyl pointment. 435 434$ Or
supply of
Ione
frontage on two paved siding all types of trim 762.4792.
We specimen hi sever
vorlows ski
highways. This is an work. Call 753 6621 after Commercial and Re
rust pies* wells. leContest Murray
excellent investment
sidentiai refrigeration
rh
for now and in the
Pell water lees awl
and central air heat
livestock & Troller
future. Located east of
pump service and rep
Akond Viwyl
water systems.
Sae.
Murray and just reair. 436 5536.
:idol
and
Almada=
INTS7111
duced to $63,900 for a
Concrete, block, brick
trio for ell biases. It
quick sale. Don't delay,
INZALP11
basements, foun
Ikea 44 lost.
call today. Offered by
ft.,.-.
dations, drive ways,
7534334.
KIES
IRWIN
Century 21, Loretta
sidewalks, patios, and
Jock Glover
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.
901-364.3476
chimneys.
Free
es
753-1173
SAVE $$$$ buy direct
tImates. Call 753 5476.
awieweemmsmismm11111111111
from owner. 3 or 4
bedroom brick. 1 /
1
2
bath. 1690 sq. ft. TVA
insulated. 1605 Belmont.
753-4193.
Two bedroom
aluminum siding home,
Now can you make moneyf
1 block from University.
Just remodeled. Open
Mt Y.'coo nuke moor/ by sachems. up al those iinnanaN and Naeoded Mons that am
Sundays. 203 S. 15th
gathering Most in your basement,attic arid garage arid petting Rime up he sale
Street Call before 2:30
2. How car you save money?
p.m
weekdays
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad
759-1888
sale that the classified
ed doportwoat .4th. Lodger 8. Tinos is km* a warns ef October to
soil ell Item ftmoo
47. Motorcycles
you have gathered together.
1980 YZ125 Yamaha,
3. How good a business person are yowl
excellent condition 753Ans. You can prove that you are good in betimese by renning your business adverinsms on the
7301. 12-5p,m.

lummismomb

Saiblastiog

WELL
KILLING

Make Money By Saving!

Classified Pars of the lodger 1, Tinos Atrial flts mouth of Oct. Ivory !earth day year classified

1980 Yamaha /00
Special with windshield,
5000 miles. Call 753-3134
before 5p.m
1982 ATC 110 3-wheeler.
Good condition. Call
492-8824.
1982 Honda CM 250 C
includes helmet and
Honda bike cover, can
be seen at Overby
Honda Murray, Ky. Call
753-4092.
76 CR-250, goat condi
tion $450. Ask for Bob.
753-6867.

ad will non FitEE regardless of We. This means that you save the entire cost of vote ad every low*
day. Prices remain the same as meal and you receive all the usual discounts N you are a resui.1
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled lot februart ow we
automalically receive lhe benefits Iron, this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ana Thit sale is open to everyone.

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

4.Auto Services
Import Auto
Salvage, New and used
parts, rebuilt engines
etc. Call 474-2325.
Duane's Place Used
Volkswaoon parts, tune
up, break jobs, rebuilt
motors. 435 4272,

Ads must run three consecutiVe days.
r No changes will be made in copy.
-Paid days will run first
r No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

49. Used Cars
1969 MGC GT needs
interior and brake
work. 753 8558, 1011
Payne St.
1971 Chevrolet Caprice I
door like new. 70,000
miles, fully equipped,
good tires. 753-7523.
1974 Mercury Montego
Green, automatic, 8
cylinder. 762.2136.
1975 El Camino extra
sharp. Power steeringbrakes. Call 753-0541.
1976 Ford Torino 1
owner good running
condition. 12000. 436
2253.
1976 Plymouth Volare
Wagon, 47,000 miles, 6
cylinder, air, power
steering,'automatic,
$1200. Call 753 5210.
1977 Honda Civic Ac.
cord low mileage, clean
Interior. Must sell. Can
be seen at 1614 Main St
Apt. 1 Murray, Ky or
call 753-4517

No.Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

S. Whaldo you gain from this sale?
AN YOU SAVII PAONIV Theo* is NO way you can Isior ii see sel the Non No advent.* You save
moor, on Nor heftiness a/yenning an/ pin the advantage of adveniswi is the mow 14441 read
section of the isevirmaper. The astiomit of money you can save is deterstongs0 sadp by the aalegial
of &bowline...yes decide to do

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAVE:
C1 753 1116 w 753-1917 to plea par ed.
1

1
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Second skelton near mountain top baffles authorities over identity

!OBITUARIES'

Mrs. Porter
dies; rites
on Monday

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Police thought
they had put at least one
mystery to rest when a
skeleton found atop an
eastern Kentucky mountain last year was
positively identified as
that of a mining Illinois
accountant.
But the recent
discovery of another
skeleton in a ravine about
two miles away has
thrown a whole new light
on the case, says a
medical expert who now
believes he may have
made a mistake.
Richard L. Tarczueski
of Chicago, a certified
public accountant, disappeared in July 1981 while
working on a routine
audit of a business in
Harlan, Ky.
When a man's skeleton
was found on Pine Mountain off U.S. 119 in nearby
Letcher County the
following October, police
speculated that It might

be that of the missing accountant.
Dr David Wolf, a
former University of
Kentucky anthropology
professor whose speciality is identifying human
remains, was called in on
the case.
Wolf examined the
physical features of the
skeleton and compared
them with Tarczueski's
medical records. The two
matched almost perfectly.
"The similarities were
all there — age, hair color, physical stature, even
an old injury he had in an
automobile accident,"
said Wolf.
But two weeks ago, two
men hunting for ginseng
at the base of a cliff in
Kingdom Come State
Park stumbled upon a second skeleton. Police
were unable to identify
the victim and again called Wolf.
This time, Wolf noticed

that the skeleton's teeth
closely matched that of
Tarczueski's.
-I'm not making a
positive identification until I look over his complete dental records,"
said %AI Sunday night in
a telephone Interview

from his Lexington, Ky. zueski. Roger Dale Leabo
home. "But I have to say was indicted by a Harlan
the teeth appear very County grand jury after
testimony that he was the
last person to see TareIn the meantime, a zueski alive.
Cumberland, Ky. man is
Wolf's identification of
awaiting trial on charges the first skeleton as the
that he murdered Tarc- accountant was

Services for Mrs.
Charles B. Porter, Sr., 83,
the former Doris Jennings, were Monday at 10
a.m. at the gravesite in
Forest Park Cemetery,
Memphis,Tenn.
Mrs. Porter died SaturTU'ITLE, Ky. (AP) —
Closing the Tuttle post
day at noon at North
The
Tuttle post office has office will mean a change
Methodist Hospital,
operated for more than of address for about 60
Memphis. The only
100 years, through rain, people, said Hale's wife,
daughter of the late Mr.
snow, sleet and Charlie Mary. "Now they'll
and Mrs. O.J. Jennings,
Hale.
either be on Route 4, LonSr., of Murray, she was
"I hated to retire," said don, or Route 1, Barbourreared and educated in
Hale, the postmaster for ville."
Murray. She was born
the
last 28 years, as a post
Hale anpi his wife had
May 7, 1899, in Senatobia,
office official tallied up been in charge of sorting
Miss.
the last stamp total Fri- and delivering- the mail
Upon graduation from
day.
around Tuttle for 28
Murray High School in
"But it came the time years.
1916, she entered
when I had to," he said.
"We did everything the
Peabody Teachers Col"I
think 30 years is long big office did," Mrs. Tutlege, Nashville, Tenn.,
enough to be confined. tle said as her husband
where she graduated. She
Come Monday, you'll find finished the inventory of
later entered Vanderbilt
me on the farm."
the one-room office.
University, Nashville, to
Hale said he plans to
Actually, the post office
complete graduate
work on his farm and con- was just an addition to
studies.
tinue driving a school bus the Hales' home. It sat to
Mrs. Porter then acas he has done for the last the right of the front
cepted a teaching posiBOBBY WOLFF 11 years.
porch of the white frame
tion in Mississippi where
she met her future hused by ho!pital
band, Charles Porter, a
NORTH
18-12-A
"Logic is the art of going
•8 3 2
cotton broker, who died wrong with confidence." —
Census at Murray- Burnett, 610-6 Oak Cove
•K7
June 1, 1961. She suffered Arnold Glasow.
Calloway County Apts., Mayfield; Teresa
•A 2
a major stroke within a
•K J 9 8 7
Hospital for Thursday, R. Swinford, Elzabeth
few years after his death
Declarer was confident WEST
Oct. 7, was 163 adults and Hall; Conley Louise
EAST
from which she never ful- that he played with the odds iliAQJ98
•K 104
seven in nursery.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Farmly recovered.
86 2
in taking a losing trump Q3
Newborn admissions ington; Adam Raymond
*Q 75 4
Survivors include one finesse. What he lost sight of •10 9 8
were Nancy Jetton and Koss, Rt. 3; Nancy S.
.543
son, Charles Porter, Jr., is what he didn't hear. 48AQ8
baby boy, 112 Crestview, Fogle, Rt. 5.
SOUTH
Lexington, Tenn.; three East's pass should have told
Paris, Tenn., and Brenda
Volney A. Brien, 928
•
7
5
grandchildren, Dr. him where the cards were.
Collins and baby girl, 1307 Pine, Benton; Gratis
VAJ10954
Richard Porter, Mem- Declarer's diamond king
*KJ3
Peggy Ann Dr.
Wrather, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
phis, Mrs. Mary bagged East's queen and a
•10 2
Dismissals were as Tommy Workman, Rt. 1;
trump
was
led
to
dummy's
Elizabeth Johnson, Irfollows:
Este A. Moore, Rt. 2,
vine, Calif., and Mrs. king and declarer's jack. Vulnerable: East-West
Ritchie Clint Smith, 320 Water Valley; Edward 0.
West
won
the
trump
finesse
Dealer: West. The bidding:
Jeanetta Kiech,
N. Main, Benton; Bobby Chadwick, 106 South 12th
and that was the end of
Tullahoma, Term.
West
North East
Sava
F. Kirks, Rt. 5; Jason St.; William Crutcher,
declarer's
chances.
With
no
Two brothers, Kerby
1*
Pass
Pass
7
Bogard, Rt. 1, Almo; Rt. 8; Franklin McClard,
—4,
48f
3V
Pass
Jennings of Murray and hopes of collecting more Pass
James R. Rice, Box 70, Rt. 1, Almo.
than
one
trick
in
minor
Pass
Pass
Pass
Charles A. Jennings of
Murray; Martha S. EdTruman L. Jackson, 706
Imperial, Calif., also sur- suits, West was forced to try
monson, Rt. 5; Rebecca Story; August Baumann,
spades.
East
Opening
produced
lead:
the
Diamond
10
vive along with five
M. Washburn, Rt. 1, Dex- 1608 Belmont; Laura
spade king and the game
great-grandchildren.
ter; Nell R. Tuck, 100 W. Waters, Rt. 7; Lucille
went a quick one down.
Taking the trump suit by should have had no trouble Farthing, Mayfield.
Atkins, Rt. 6; Dennis
Tommy W. Kilgore, Rt. Boyd (expired), Rt. 4;
itself, the finesse against the making his game.
queen is the correct play.
1 Almo; James Rex Fred Bailey (expired),
Bid with The Aces
However, there were clues
Cooper, Rt. 2; Lisa G. 813 North 19th St.
available that declarer
South holds: 10-12-B
failed to consider.
East's pass to one spade
•AQJ96
was a key factor. At trick
Q3 '
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) one, West had failed to lead
•10 9 8
a
spade
and
East
had
shown
— Dr. Douglas E. Ott, 38,
4pAQ8
formerly of Fort Thomas, the queen of diamonds.
has pleaded guilty to two West's lead of a worthless
North South
counts of a 19-count in- suit instead of spades could 11
,
140
only
mean
that
he
didn't
dictment charging
2*
hold
the
king
of
spades.
And
Medicaid fraud.
Judge John Diskin, if East was known to have a ANSWER:Three clubs.
king and a queen, possession
Campbell Circuit Court, of
any other face card Game in spades is a virtual
postponed sentencing un- would be inconsistent
with certainty. If North is short
til Nov. 5. Ott, now of In- his pass to one spade.
in diamonds, he may have
dianapolis, Ind., remain- Given the circumstances, the fitting high cards to proed free on bond.
declarer should have made duce a slam.
Richard Plymale, pro- the game. At trick two, he
secutor, declined to say should have run the jack of Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
what his office will trumps through West and with self-addressed, stamped envelope
recommend.
cover or not, declarer for reply
Through special arrangements with

presented as evidence
before the jury.
"I don't know what
bearing this will have on
the case," said Wolf, who
added that he planned to
consult with both attorneys in the case, as
well as the state's chief

medical examiper.
He said he didn't lmow
when he would make a
positive identification of
either skeleton.
"I want to go over the
records until I'm sure,"
he said.

Tuttle Post Office endures rain, sleet and 'Hale'

THE ACES®

Lists announc

Doctor pleads
guilty on two
fraud charges

house. An American flag
flew in the front yard.
The front porch was a
meeting place Friday,
much as it had been since
Charlie and Mary
operated the post office.
Pastor Roger Wolf of
the Mount Olivet Baptist
Church had the honor of
mailing out the last letter
from Tuttle, and he
stayed around to watch
the final closing.
"You lose the Identity
of the community when
you lose it's post office,"
he said. "I hate to see it
go."
He joked with a
mailman about having to
get a mailbox now, and
Joy Wilson joined him on
the front porch with
Charlie Hale's shiny new
black mailbox in her
hands.
"There were about 60
people served by our office," Mrs. Hale said.

Self-Defense
Classes
Jong Lee
TAE KWON DO

"When we first got it,
there were 100 people or
more on the route and
everyone had to come to
the post office," she said.
"The roads were all dirt
then and everybody walked in the mud on rainy
days to get their mail."
There were some
unusual incidents, Tuttle
recalled.
About two years ago a
man brought a small
package in to be mailed
to Texas, he said. "From
the weight of it and where
it was being mailed, I
thought it might be a
tractor part, so I asked
him about it."
It turned out the man
was trying to mail back

nine chickens that had arrived dead from a Texas
company.
"I just gave the
package back to him,"
Hale said.

Covington man
passes bad checks
COVINGTON, Ky
(AP) — James E. Lang,
30, Fort Thomas, has
been charged with passing an estimated $90,000
worth of bad checks.
Covington Police
Specialist David Bass,
who arrested Lang on
Monday, said complaints
had been filed by police in
Covington, Fort Thomas,
Newport, Boone County
and in Ohio.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

19/12 Cadillac DeVille

(Standing firm
in Jesus Christ)
Men, Women, Co-Eds &
Pee Wee Boys & Girls
(Morning &
Evening Classes)
Don Wright & Dan Lauby
Instructors
759-4906, 753-7524

4 dr. yellow, leather interior, power windows, power seats, tilt, cruise, AM-FM
cassette intermittent wipers, wire wheel
covers loaded with a lot of extras, one
owner

N.A.D.A. Book Price $15,025"
Our Price $14,800"
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
MOTO= PARTStOrt1101111

KCN &4:1i
1-w

753-2617
641 S. Murray
mew

CLOSE-OUT PURCHASE
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
HOTEL SLEEP SETS

REDUCED$130 to $290

HOLDIP
We'll Tell
You All There
Is To Know
In Our Annual
Homecoming
Edition!
It will be published
Thursday, October 14.
WATCH FOR IT!

HOMECOMING GAME:
Saturday, Oct. 16 at
2:00 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Sealy, We made a special purchase of
close-out posturepedic hotel sleep systems. (Nothing's changed on the new
models except the cover.) They're specially constructed with components used only in Sealy's best quality residential mattresses to provide durable and
total comfort and support. In fact, they're so good we will give you Sealy's
best.
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION.
Heavy woven stnpe cover for longer wear

Multi-layer comfort level for
luxunous sleeping.

Programmed offset
coils for extra support

Patented torsion bar
foundation for firmness
and durability

TWIN SIZE

FULL SIZE

SAVE $130

SAVE $160

QUEEN SIZE
SAVE $180

229 sET5 299.
95 339.5
REG.$360

REG.$520

REG.$460

'Prorate Use warranty Free replacement first year, 2nd through 15th year, replace or rebuild at 1/15 cost

BEAT MIDDLE TENNESSEE!
Wierray Ledger & Time

EASY TERMS

m

ILJ IFIt MI

cD

-11r

Murray, Ky.

IFIL

COMPARE. THEN SHOP US FOR
*QUALITY •VALUE 'PRICE •/3, TERMS
YOUR GOODYEAR DEALER

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

121 S 12th /53 0595

et
port

Men's and ladies'small
leather goods
Assorted small leather goods
from Buxton.

Today's Girl®
Panty Hose
by Hanes
All styles including regular, sheer
to waist, control top,support and
knee highs.

Men's and boys'Levis
Boot and straight leg Levi jeans
for men,jr. boys, and students.
Reg. 13.99 to 16.99

11.88 to 13.88
Men's and boys'
underwear

Men'sflannel shirts
Polyester/cotton printed flannel
shirts in assorted plaids.
S-M-L-XL.

Boys'and girls'jackets
Nylon taffeta zip off sleeve
jackets with nylon lining.
Assorted colors. Boys 4 to 7 Girls
4 to 14. Reg.25.00-30.00

21.88 to 25.88
Misses'plaid shirts
Boys'flannel shirts
Flannel polyester/cotton shirts in
assorted plaids.8 to 1(1 Reg.6.99.

Assorted long sleeve plaid shirts
with two button flap pockets.
Polyester and cotton blend. 32 to
38 Reg. 12.00

Entire stock of men's and boys'
Hanes t-shirts and briefs.

20% off
Dee Ceefunfashion
twills
Classic tailored casual pant in
poly/cotton twill for men and
women. Men's 29 to 38 waist and
juniors 5 to 15. Navy &
khaki,—Men's and juniors.
Crimson, indigo, silver—juniors
only.

itlisses'cordon
Lined blazers with
button closure. Bra%
8 to 18. Rog.36.00

Misses'table sweaters
Cable acrylic sweaters in crew and vneck styles. Navy,chocolate,or
plum.S-M-L. Reg.15.00

Junior oxford shirts
V-neck and crew acrylic sweaters in
assorted colors. S-M-L.

Oxford polyester/cotton shirts. Navy,
wine, green, red, light blue, white,
pink, and lilac. 5 to 13.

29.88
Misses'plaid s
Tr -blend plaid skirtE
18. Reg. 18.00

Misses'flannel plaid
shirts
Cotton yarn-dyed shirts with button
flap and chest pockets. Assorted
plaids.6 to 16. Reg.12.00

Junior Dee Cee pants

Man-tailored work pant in poly/cotton
twill. Navy, khaki, crimson, indigo,
and silver. Sizes 5-15.

12.88

October 13th to 23rd

p.

Lined blazers with two-flap pockets and two
button closure. Brown,camel, navy,or wine.
8 to 18. Reg. 36.00 -

Misses'solid blouses

Misses'dressy blouses

Polyester long sleeve blouses in assorted
colors. 10 tc!..1§, Rog. 14.00

Polyester long-sleeve blouses with lace
collar and trim. White or cream.8 to 18. Reg.

20.00

15.88
Misses'plaid skirts
Tr -blend plaid skirts in assorted styles 8 to
18. Reg. 16.00

.

AD

Misses'tweed skirts
Belted tri-blend tweed skirts. Grey or brown.
8 to 18. Rig.20.00

ol't
Misses'flannel skirts
Polyester/wool flannel. A-line skirts with
pockets and button side opening. Assorted
colors.8 to 16. Reg. 26.00

October 13th to 23rd

10-

bday's girl
Full Line Sale
Today's girl

Girls'sweaters

'Private Club"jackets

100% orlon acrylic crew neck sweaters in
navy, red, or cream.
FREE
Sizes 4 to 6X
MONOGRAM
and sizes 7 to 14.

Quilt lined bomber style jackets for boys and
girls.

11.00
12.00

Girls'plaid skirts
Acrylic plaid crystal pleat skirts with elastic
waistband. Assorted plaids.4 to 6X. Tto 14.
Rog.8.50 and 9.50

6•88
and
Carter'sateepmear
•

Boys 12, 18 and 24 mo...

18.88

Boys 2 to4...21.88 Girls 4 to sx .21.88
Boys 4 to?...22.88 Girls 7 to 14..24.88

25% offal!
styles
Today's Girl by Hanes, the hosiery
that goes everywhere, everyday.
Includes sheer-to-waist, control
top, support, and knee highs.

Lorraine
Savings on
Blue mist or

Gown,reg. 1

Doe Spun playwear

Robe, reg. 11

Entire stock of new fall styles in infant and
toddler sportswear. Includes pants,
sweaters, polo shirts, and two piece sets.

Pajama, reg.

Two piece footed sleepers in maize or blue
tri23.
prints. Sizes6 months to 24 m5
Toddlers 1 to 4. Reg.9.99

COLORED PAPER

keisatiy §a)le

rd

it girl
eSale

V

offal!

Hanes, the hosiery
ywhere, everyday.
r-to-waist, control
d knee highs.

Lorraine sleeptvear

Robesfrom Tiffany

Leather handbags

Savings on sleepwear from Lorraine.
Blue mist or azalea. S-M-L.

Brushed acetate and nylon wrap
robes. Contrasting piping on sleeves
and collar.

Leather handbags for fall in assorted
styles. Black, burgundy, navy,
cognac, and taupe. R69.35.00

Gown,reg. 14.00

32

Robe, reg. 19.00
Pajama, rig 21.00

Omni

00FREE MONOGRAMMING
.

14.88
16.88

Tacoa Gold Rush
Assortment of necklaces, earrings,
pins, bracelets and chains. Includes
gold and cloisonne.

2/5.00

Buxton small leather
goods
All leather ladies accessories
including clutches, french purses,
and key holders in earth tones.

1/2 off

USE OUR LAY-A-WAYPLAN

COLORED PAPER

Men's hoodedjackets
Poplin or chintz jackets with chest warmers.
S-M-L-XL. Reg.46.99

39.88

Men's and young men's
sportcoats
Haggar and Levi wool blend sportcoats in
assorted wool blends. Men's 38 to 46. Young
man's 36 to 42. Regular and long. Reg.79.99

24.88

Chintz and corduroy jackets. S-M-L-XL.
Reg. 48.99

Men's and young men'sflannel
slacks
Nagger and Salvation tri-blend flannel slacks
in navy, charcoal, or brown. Men's 32 to 40.
Young men's 28 to 36. Reg.28.00

Arr

DOVI
Whit
Slee

1

4

Men's leatherjackets

Boys'nylon jackets
Nylon taffeta jackets with zip off sleeves.
Assorted colors.8 to 18. Reg.28.99

Men's zip-offsleevejackets

Quilted leather bomber jacket. 38 to 46
Reg. 149.99

129.88

Mei
Poly

0.!

Boys'polyester/cotton jackets
Parka or bomber style with corduroy trim.8
to 18. Rog.29.99

COLORED' PAPER

1
•

Arrow. dress shirts
Dover button down dress shirts by Arrow.
White, blue, and ecru. Neck sizes 14111 to 17.
Sleeve sizes 32 to 34. Reg.20.00

Tournament Knit sweaters
Orlon acrylic tournament sweaters by Arrow.
S-M-L-XL Navy, burgundy, brown, and ecru.
Reg.20-00

Campus Shetland sweaters
Wool/Polyester shetland sweaters from
Campus. V-neck and crew style. S-M-L-XL
Raw ZLOO

18.88

FREE MONOGRAM

Men's plaid sport shirts
Men's orlon sweaters
Save on sweaters from Hands Off. Navy,
camel, burgundy, and broWn. S-M-L-XL

Large assortment of long sleeve plaid sport
shirts. Includes yarn-dyed plaids and
flannels. Arrow, Saturday, and Oxford
Values to 16.00

Men's western plaid sport shirts
Assorted plaids from Dee Gee. S-M-L-XL.
Reg. 19.69-21.99

MEMINNI1116

LOBED*

11 Day alliniveirsati saie
Men's Craddock-Terry shoes

Dexter shoesfor women

Classic wing-tip styling with full
grain leather uppers and
sole. Tan or black
71/2 to 12. Reg.59.99

Full grain leather pumps.Two styles
to choose from in burgundy
or claret.51/2 to 10 M. 7-8 N.
Reg. MOO and 37.00

North star nylon duck shoes
Popular casual style for rallug shine Ladies sizes5 to 10.
In navy or brown.
Rag.18.00

Childrens size 10
to 14 in navy or
red. Reg.11.00...

Suede Chukka boot
Men's6/
1
2 to 12 Rog.24.99
19.88
Boys'3/
1
2 to 6 Reg.22.99
18.88

Rockford tube socks
Six pair package. Men's
5.88
4.88
Boys'
Interwoven CrewsaderPlus
Entire stock of full reinforced foot
socks with deodorant protection.
Assorted colors 10 to 13.

3

U

'Venturi
Sheared
with hong
ciecoratc
16

13.88

Men's Nike
All court canvas.61
/
2 to 12. Rog.25.95

18.88
Free NIKE mug with each
purchase while supply letsts

Arts men's gloves

Special purchase of Aris
acrylic gloves with suede
palms.

Levi® leather wallets
Special purchase of leather wallets with
key case by Levi*. Gift boxed.

"NOVO

3/3.75

aitiverscity
sak

Delightf
set. 120
Our 19.1
Our 25.
-1 oat eft

Salo Inds Sal.,
October 16

TASI L.:MAKER
J. P.
Stevens

"Century
Classic"

3a9

"Santa Cruz"

25

Bath
Towel

For

"Century Classic" Bath Towel

Towel

"Santa Cruz" Bath Towel By Cannon'

Sheared cotton/polyester velour terry towels
with handsome piping border. A rainbow of
decorator solid COSOfs. 24x44". Save now.
16x26" Hand Towel,2.97;12x12" Washcloth,1.37

Attractive towels for your bath. Sheared cotton/polyester terry with dressy Jacquard
border design. 22x44" Decor colors.

2.99:7.99

"Santa Crut" Bathroom Accessories
Beautifully plush nylon cut-and-loop pile. Latex
non-slip backing. For a decor look. Save
our 3.76,lid cover
2.99; Our 638,20,04"Rug
199

12*12" Washcloth,$l; 16x26" Hand Towel,$2 Ow 4.83, 2042" Conlour Rug. 3.99; Oui 927, 26%43" Rug, 7.99

White Goods Sale
Strawberry
-

99my

"Ilehedere"No-iron Sheet Set
'
ly decorative cotton/poly
sliCtgui
threatE per sq. Inch. Save

Our 19.88,Full' Sheet Set
Our 25.88,Queen'• Sheet Set .

•I Not 1 onesond 1 pllowoes•

1
1

Save s3

IN
If Our 12.97 20x26"Std.
Quallofr Pillow With Dacron 113

Durable polyester/cotton tick.
Dacron 113 polyester fill. "Our Best."

-Du Pon,Roo. AA

6.66ZtsIgnAtil
"Montclair" Or"Countest"Quality-constructed of washable
acrylic In solid odors. Cozy "Montclair"
Of thermal "Countess." 4-1n. binding.

•-1 Not 1lied ard plibuicaiest

Available At Your Neighborhood K marl Store
(
1 1 1 2)

ED PAPER

Sheets And Sheet Sets

Sale Price (

Save $3 Twin Flat Or Fitted

Save $4 Twin-size Set

Our
Reg.
9.97
Flannelette Bed Sheets
Gently napped polyester/
cotton flannelette sheets
wash like a dream, provide
lightweight warmth, softness.

Ow
Reg.
1 4.97
"Rue De Le Strip" Sheet Set
Cheery, striped design on
polyester/cotton; 130 threads
per square in. Includes 1 flat, 1
fitted sheet, 1 pillowcase.

Save $4 Twin-size Set

Twin Flat Or Fitted
Our
Reg.
16.97

Percale Set With Dacron®
"Sheffield Rose" sheet set of
Dacron® polyester/cotton
percale. 180 threads per sq.
in. 1 flat, 1 fitted sheet, 1 case.

Our
Reg.
111
6.97
Pretty "Ultra Touch" Percales
Woven of easy-care polyester/cotton. Luxurious solid colors with decorator nylon stripe.
180 threads per square inch.

12

Voile Priscil
Lovely seed
of crisp poly
Machine wi
little or no ir
White or egc

•DuPont Reg. TM

Blueber

"Calico" "Paperwork
Square"
Our 11.57, Full Size*
8.57
Our 13.97, Queen Size', 10.97
'Flat or Mod

Std. Pillowcases, Pr.,
4.97
Full Flat Or Fitted,
6.97
Queen Rat Or Fitted.... 10.57
Matching Comforters:
Twin Size
25.88
FuN Size
34.88
Queen/King Size

r 21.97, Full-si
r 29.97,Que
2 pl.:memos

96x63"
140x81"
180x81"C
60x45"
60x63"
60x81" Pc

1

Yellow
Green

Our Reg. 7.97

.66

Save
$3

"Our Best" Mattress Pod
BedSocie Mattress Pod
Cotton/polyester with
Quilted polypropylene
cover and fiberfill
Dacron® polyester fill
Our 11.47, Full Size, .... 8.47 Our 17.26, Full Size, .. 12.96
Our 15.36,Queen Size,12.36 Our20.96,QueenSize,15.96
'DuPord Reg TPA

Corduroy Chair Pod
Cotton cover and polyester/cotton fiberfill.
Our 15.97. Bedrest, ..11.97
Our16.97,Rocker Set,12.88

Elegant vinyl
er in varlec
Our 5.97.60:
Or Oval, 70'

COLORED PAPEI

les

DSDl-

)e.

Fresh-for-fall Window Fashions
Sale Price 96x81"

Our Reg. 25.88 80x81"

12*66pr. 20.66
Voile Priscilla Curtains
Lovely seeded voile curtains
of crisp polyester and cotton.
Machine wash, tumble dry'
little or no ironing necessary.
White or eggshell. Savings.

Crochet-look Priscillas
"Martha Washington" heavy
crochet-look curtains of polyester. With attached valance and
fringed trim , tiebacks. White or
eggshell. Save at K mart

Our Reg. 22.97 50x84"

"Carmel" Stub-weave Drapes
Handsome rayon/polyester drapery with thermo-suede backing of
cotton-flocked vinyl foam. Energy
efficient; machine wash. Choice
of lovely decorator colors. Save.

Our Reg. 6.97 60x36"

5.97r.

Cape Cod Curtains With Koder
Charming curtains of Kodel6
polyester/rayon with ruffled
calico and lace trim. Machine
washable, little or no ironing.
Natural, yellow or brown
*Eastman Reg TM

Iker

o.97
l.57

96x63" Curtain, Pr. 10.66
140x81" Curtain, Pr. 18.66
180x81" Curtain, Pr. 25.66
60x45" Panel ... Ea. 3.97
60x63" Panel .. . Ea. 4.97
60x81" Panel ... Ea. 5.47

Kitchen Accessories
"Suniite" cotton terry
16x25- towel, 7x7- potholder. 12x13" dishcloth
and 10x6" oven mitt

r-

11.97
12.88

I Aririn

Our 23.88,80x63"Curtain,Pr.19.66b'
Our 9.97,60x63"Panel.. Ea. 7.97
Our 11.97, 60x81" Panel. . Ea.9.97?
Our 5.44, 72x11" Valance ... 4.44k
..vait titE 11"

rut El

Our 19.97, 50x63, Pr. 16.97
Our 39.97, 75x84", Pr. 32.97
Our 49.97, 100x84", Pr. 42.97
Our 52.97, 100x84", One-way
Draw Patio Panel . . Ea. 44.97
MN NMI
111111.111111111

Pr. 5.47
Our 6.47, 60x24"
Our 4.88, 50x10/2" Valance,4.18

$5

Our Reg.
6.96
Misses' Brushed Tops
V- and boat-neck styles
Polyester in color choice

$9

Our Reg.
11.96
Full Figure Fashion Tops
Multistriped tops in an array of styles. Polyester.

Your C
Our RE
"

$1

W12.96;

Blouses Or SWI
Polyester crepE
acrylic jacquar
Sweater not shown

92

Our Reg.
15.96-17.96
Designer-look Jeans
Smart blue denim jeans in
variety of styles, fabrics.

$5Our Reg.
6.88
Smart Full Figure Pants
Pull-on styles in fashion
colors Polyester. 32-40.

$9

Our Reg.
11.96-12.9
Girls' Fashion S
Soft acrylic St)
Our 8.96, Sizes 4
As styles not in every stor.

4

3.44.93

344
Our $5, Misses' Cozy Brushed Acetate/Nylon Gowns
3 88
Our 5.50, Similar Gowns In Full Figure Sizes 42-48.6.4015rio..)
Our 5.77, Tots' 1-piece Blanket Sleepers Of SEP Modacrylic/Polyes4.66
ter In Soft Lullaby Colors. At Savings! Sizes 1-4
Our 6.96, Girls' Dorm Shirts Of Knit Or Brushed Polyester. Screen-print
4.88
......
Designs, Popular Colors. In Sizes 4-14 . . . .
* Ski Pa
Our 7.97, Jr. Boys' Screen-print Pac-Mont)Or Donkey Kongt)
$6
jamas Of Polyester Knit. Color Choice. In Sizes 4-7
Our 8.97, Boys' Screen-print Poe-Mont)Or Donkey Kane'Pajamas
$7
Of Polyester Knit. 2-pc. Set In Choice Of Colors.
Our 16.96, Misses' Fleecy Robes Of Acetate/Nylon Velour In Zip-up.
$13
Snap Or Wraparound Styles. Color Choice.
1 1942 Nintendo of America.Inc
...Monsanto Reg. DA sleet Arldway 1.119 k.

^Ai Meier%

rut ray

Your Choice

Our Reg.
"

$1

DS

ariter.

W12.96-13.96
Blouses Or Sweaters
Polyester crepe blouses or
acrylic jacquard sweaters.
Sweater not shown

$9

Our Reg.
11.96-12.96
Girls' Fashion Sweaters
Soft acrylic. Style choice.
Our 8.96, Sizes 4-6X .... $7
All styles not on every store

Solid Colors
,
500
7.9
u6
r Reg.

6

Tone-on-tone
r% Or Stripes
7•5%,Our 8.96
ChallengerTM Dress Shirts
Smart-looking dress shirts
of wrinkle-resistant polyester/cotton. For men. Save!
Our 4.47, 4-in-hand Or
Redi-tie, Polyester, Ea. 2.96

4,44
Briefs
3.44r

Pkg. Of 3
1-shirts
O
T-suhr 8 88
Pkg. Of 3

fs
4.88
Men's T-shirts Or Briefs
Of absorbent white cotton
Our 4.58, Boys' T-shirts,
Package Of3333
Our 3.88, Boys' Briefs,
Package Of 3
277

4,97

0
6.9
ur7Reg.

Little Boys' Fleecy Tops
Soft acrylic fleece tops.
Color, style choice. 2-4.

3,97

0
8.u
47
r Reg.

Jeans For Toddler Boys
Flannel -lined corduroy-.
Solid colors. Boxer waist.
•poiyosieocorion ••Conon/polyester

Our Reg.
7.97- 8.97
Infants' And Tots' Wear
Infants' 2-pc. set with cotton/polyester shirt and
corduroy overalls Little
girls' polyester/cotton
corduroy overalls. Colors.

$32

Pair

Save 12.97

Our Reg.44.97
Mon's Vlbrarre-solo,Insulated Leather Boots
Cold weather's no match for these fully insulated
boots. Full-grain leather with durable Vibram* sole.
Supportive steel shark Goodyear* welt construction

21.90

Pair

Save 10.07

Our Reg 31.97
4-Inch,Glonialn• Loather Wort Boots For Men
Boots that take on the tough iobs and winl Genuine leather with cushioned insole and oil-resistant
crepe sole. Plus Goodyear* welt construction.

460Ni-3)44W

r%

rut ric

AveNoble in
Camera Dept.

For Photos To 8x10"
2.88

Misses'9-11
Girls'8-94

Refillable Magnetic Photo Album
12 mounting surfaces,103/4x121/2-inch

Per
Roll
Focal® 20-exposure Color Print Film
Choice of 110,126 or 135; ASA 100.

Our Reg.
1.38

Misses', Gifts' Knee-hi's
Orion® acrylic/nylon
'Du Pont Reg.TM
ElectroFlash0126 Camera
Features convenient built-in flash.
Batteries not inotuded

TUBE SOCKS
1 ost

4.97

6.27RPkg.

6 Pr. Men's Tube Socks
Our 5.17. Boys 9-11, Pkg.3.97
-Du Pont Rog. TM

iiIELSON/C

$6

Your Choice
Our 7 97

7x35mm Binoculars
ZWCF wide angle. Case

Hand Calculators
8 digit; memory,LCD.display

Stick-on Clock
Digital,5 functions
Battery Included

Molas M.
, MM.RIM

Bards
Fir0 an meow
Proloo. Qt.%go. wawa.ftyak

"6
" NER
"
CU.a...1

2-51n
Ea.Pk.
Pkgs.
Vacuum Cleaner Bags
most makes. models

rit
60-31,8)

Dc

as

Available in
Sporting Goods Dept.

6.97
20.97
14.

Save s2

6.97

Our Reg.8.97
keystone'Bowling Bag
Supported vinyl. Carries shoes, ball.

Save $9

Our Reg.29.97
Galaxie® 300 Bowling Ball
Many weights, colors. A.B.C.approved.

a

Custom Fitting,
Drilling At No
Extra Charge

Save

*4Pair
Our Reg.18.97
Men's Bowling Shoes,Breather Vents
Vinyl with padded collar, cushioned lining.
Our 16.97, Women's Bowling Shoes, Pr. 12.97

20.97

Galaxie® 300
Mid. By Ebonite
Brunswick Colum

25%
OFF

Our
Reg.
Low
Prices
Down Winter Jackets
50% duck down and 50%
waterfowl feathers. Choose
jacket or vest styles. Save.

0Northern"
12x131
/
2- ropkins

1111111111111•1111111Mini

14.97

12 92
Available In
Sporting Goods Dept.

14-oz: Woollte' Powder
For fine wnshnhles Snvo
7f' 4

K marlf
MERCHANDISE POLICY
OW bra inisallon mblur* wry *bib.
*wad Sem * WKS on ow stub,* lIea
ailvislisid bus is nal enlist* Sir pachase Om * any unbent/min nisson.
K wart *Inoue alimn Chech on resubd
tor *1 miscniindiss (One born or *snow
Pa
Kb*bonlifOlOOKYO
lab prwie vinsnt mslssae
yea a comprable"rep Ism at campsratio roducliOnari piled

ms=.
uraftglir
The Saving Place®

117ix 14 57.97
G711s15 56.97

SALE
F.E.r
36.97 Li)
39.97 •SI
42.97 2.0)
43.97 2.17
45.97 2.26
47.97 2.49
47.97 2.35

SIZES

RIG.

P)65/80113 52.91

riss(ston3
Fi1t3/151)4

59.97
45.97

46.97
53.97

P205/75114 49.97
P205/75115 73.97
P215/75114 74.97
P215/751115 78.97
P225/75115 83.97

11711x15 59.97
L71Ixi-5

P235/75115 18.97

Sale Price

Computer
Balance
3.97Ea.

All K mart!. Tires
Include Mounting
No Trade-in Requir
Plus F.E.T.
•MfT tread...ear rating based on LIS Dept. of transbottation's Uniform The Quality gtartinfl sYSiern

4-ply Polyester Cord Whitewalls

Fiberglass Belted Radial Whitewalls

.97

Our Reg. 41.97
A78x13

Plus F.E.T. 1.59 Each
•"78" Series Tread
• Muttisiped Ribs
Mfr.'s Treadwear Rating 80 Estimated 24,000 Miles

Our Reg.48.97
P 1 55/80R13.--.

11197
Plus PIT 1.51 Each
- • Radial Tire Traction
• Tread Design May Vary
Mfr 's Treadwear Rating 120
Estimated 36,000 Miles

Tire And Service Specials Available Only In Stores With Service

04001 5.60 S.AXES INCUICE
I 4.504oce O041 bolo.
DOds
2 ?we 'Woo
cohpso
I. me.on0
0441454 beonngn
5 Rep.oce 40151 504004
seals
n.Dect peer 004491 40.
(oddrfoono,cos,
,OPOin 00004
04010.5 are ne.00.5)
sn-nm..cmc be. 1,0 me..
.....onto PO,.
el
, Vie•Celk
•
, -en• N. Model
(7,

Our Reg.48.88
Your Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate,fa.

9.88

Shocks installed
Sizes to fit many
US. and foreign cars.

Sate Price

39.88 98.88
Front Disc Brakes
Many U.S., foreign cot
Light trucks highs,*

Thank You For Shopping At K mart

COLORED PAPER_ _

2.08

